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Brutal attack
puts student
in hospital

Recreating the Big Bang
Chicago physics
professor attempts to
clone early universe

By Georvo P. 51010
Assistant Campus News Editor

ByDonoNtbon
AssI""'nt City Beat Editor

While the Big Bang theory is

widely accepted within the scientific community as the origin of
the universe, proving it in a lab
setting is insunnountably difficult. However, a Chicago lab

may soon prove the mechanisms
of the Big Bang as well as what
matter may have been present at
the beginning of the developing

universe.
The Gordon Center for
Integrative Research at the
University of Chicago built the
coldest lab in the city to demon-

strate the physics of the early
universe. Through cold temperatures, Cheng Chin, assistant professor in physics at U of C,
hopes to recreate what may have
happened shonly after the Big .

Bang to Conn the universe.
"The Big Bang is now the
biggest s lory in cosmology," said
Pan Papacosta. physics teacher at
Columbia. "I'm sure this may try
to add something to the picture."
Papacoeta said

peo~le

have a

desire to know who we are and
where we came from. and science
experiments such as Chin's
attempt to answer these questions.
"It's a wonderful story to know
how we started," Papaeosta sa id.
"Science is making that s tory of
the universe much clearer."
This is the first time Chin has
integrated theories of cosmo logy
into his research, although he has
previousJy experimented wi th
matter in extreme conditions.
" When we go to very, very

See 111& Bang. Page 36

Rachael Slrecher/The Chronicle
Cheng Chin. assistant professer of physics at the University of Chicago. tinkers w~h his u~ra-cold cham.
ber, looking through tiny windows to check the status of the molecules inside. Chin is heading a group
lIlat is trying to simulate the Big Bang theory using this chamber.

Columbia's recycling
numbers show growth
By Amanda Maurer
Campus News Editor

Maurtclo Rublo/The Chronicle
Clvistian Williams. a freshman interactNe arts and media major. WOI1<s

for the schooI's recycling prog/am.
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Co lumbia 's newest recycling
initiative has increased paper
recycling , according to recent
reports. In January alone, the college saved the equivalent of more
.han 240 trees.
Report s
from
Recycli ng
Services, Inc., Columbia's recycling provider, show the college
co mmun ity is recycling an
increasing amount of paper each
month . Officials believe it may be
due to new recycling containers
that provide individual bins for
paper. plastic. waste and one fo r

A boring hideout
for secret agents
Back Page

g lass and a lum inum.
The program began last year
when the coll ege rece ived a
$30,000 grant from the state of
Illinoi s. The college used those
funds to purchase 70 sets of the
new recycling con tainers, which
have been pl aced around campus.
The firs t set of reports that
came out in April included all
campus buildings. However,
s tateme nts for the Res idence
Ce nter, 731 S . Pl ymouth Court.
didn't come out until October- a
few mo nth s afte r it implemented
the prog ram.
Th at
month

Co lumbia junior Steven Parr is
in criti ca l co ndition aflcr being
brutall y attacked le ss than a
b lock awa y from his Logan
Sq uare apartment on March 7
around 10 p.m.
Parr was attacked on the 3 100
block of Logan Boulevard by two
unknown assai lants wi th a baseball bat after he got ofT the Logan
Square Blue Line stop, according
to family members.
The attackers stole his wallet and
charged more than $300 on his
credit card, fami ly members ~aid .
At the time of publication. Parr
was in an unconsc ious state and
had a breathing tube attached to his
neck because of lung damage.
"The doctors aren 't sure , but he
may have brain damage." said Jane
Parr. Steven's younger sister.
Accord ing to Chi cagocrimc .org,
a nonprofit database of cri mes
reported in Chicago, the 3 100
block of Logan Bou levard has
experienced 27 reponed crimes in
the months of December and
January the highest among the
cleven neighboring blocks listed .
Jane sa id her famil y "has practically li ved " at Illinois Masonic
Medica l Center, 836 W. Wellington
Ave .. since the incident.
" He looks nothing like himself,"
Jane said. " He made it through the
first 48 hours, which is good.
Those arc the cri tica l ones."
Steven's fathe r, Mike Parr, said
his son 's face wa s severely
swo ll en . but docto rs believe
Steven is "doing better."
Wenhwa Ts' ao, facu lty in the
Fi lm and Video Department, had
Steve n, a film major, as her
teacher 's ass is tant thi s semester.
" Steven is a hand-picked student," Ts'ao said. " Steven is dri ven, energetic, lively a completely wonderfu l student 10 have in
the classroom."
·Steven Parr 's fami ly is asking
Columbi a students and facult y to
show their support by attending
Logan Square 's next meeting o f
the Chicago Alternative Po lic ing
Strategy, a community po lic ing
program.
"The way CAPS meetings work,
is a lot of pcoplc have to show up,"
Mike Parr sa id . ''The more students, the more people that show
up, the more seriousl y police will
take the case.'·

Join .5teven Parr s family and
friends in an effort /0 find his
uuacker.v by aI/ending the next
CAPS meeling in the 14th dis/riel.
Meet CIt 7 p.m. in the Resurrection
Church, 3{J45 N Franciw.:() Ave,
onAprill1j

See Recycling, Page 11
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Page 18
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By Eric Kasang, Managing Editor
I'm like the Christopher
Columbus of technology. Similar
to the Portuguese navigator who
"discovered" land masses previ.

~~/~.~.................................~~.~

er while a woman , presumably
a re lative or guardian, laughed
uncontrollably. I stared as an
Alabaman community regaled a
television reporter about a leprec ha un in a tree.
And then there was the
painful s in gi ng-in-the- pe n-asa-microphone performance of
a techno song " Relations"

leave an e mbarrass ing record .
May be it 's that feeling people
get about wanting to be remembered as important or influenously known by other sailors, I
tial. Although I don 't have any
" found" YouTubc .com about two
online diaries like Facebook or
months ago.
MySpace, I often wonder about
And whi le it's been great remy relevancy, especiall y when
visiting alternative mus ic videos
I' m reading books containing
from the I 980s and 199Os. I'm
hundreds of letters from a parstill confused as 10 why peoticular author.
ple would post themselves
Still, I wouldn ' t want to
often engaging in awkward
wind up looking like a
antics online for millions to
joke on You Tube .
see. And it creeps me out
Once, while J covered a
when video down loads sport
story on a fleet of •
embarrassing moments
C hicago Public Schoo l
without the subjects knowbuses us ing an ethanol
ing or having any control
fu e l blend , I chased afte r
over the postings.
a C PS s po kes man .
Like someone out of the
Runnin g a lo ng the c urb, I
loop, I firs t di scovered
m o mentar ily lost m y ba lYouTube while sea rchin g
ance and a lmost c ras hed
for o ld Throwing Mu ses
face first int o the s idevideos. I Googled the
walk . Although I avo ided
band hoping that a fan boy
th e concrete s wan dive,
had downloaded th e m on
my initi a l th o ug ht was n ' t
a tribute s ite . I fi g ured
th at the C LTV or Fox
they would be g rainy
ca mera guys were laug hvideos ; during the 1990s,
in g at me ; rat her, m y
I'd scour various te le viparanoia se nt m y mind
sion listings look in g for
reeling towa rd the idea of
any late night performanccameras ro llin g and a
es by my favorite bands
short clip hittin g
and record them . T h is is
YouTube .
probably how a good
Still. with Viacom filin g a
Joshua Cova'rrubias/ The Chronicle
number of the bootlegged
suit against You Tube, my
videos appeared on YouTubefavorite videos, albeit crudely
from what looked to be a hi gh
by audiophiles like myself.
pirated and downloaded, may
school girl. It 's bad enough
A Google search led me to
that she didn ' t even know a ll
disappear from the s ite. Which
YouTube and I soon became
the words, but even more conmean s the website may only conaddicted, watching old clips of
fusing that she'd post it. Let's
tain amateur and corporate-sancR.E.M. while sipping on beer.
just say from a website where
tioned videos. So watch your
Of course, my you nger colalmost every clip received 4
back, there's a plethora of digital
leagues at The Chronicle
1/2 or 5 stars, she received 2
video recorders and cell phones
enlightened me on content
112. And people also left
among the sea of people. And
other than music videos .
they 're outs ide watching.
unnecessarily nasty com ments .
I guess I' m confused as to
I watched as an overweight
lad freaked out on a rollercoastwhy somebody would want to
elcasang@chroniclemail.com
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Calendar
March 26-31
Body and Sold Reading
Come watch a documentary-style play that captures the sex trade of
young women being recruited by shady hustlers. The event is March 26
in the Writing Center in the 33 E. Congress Parkway Building at 6 p.m.

For more in/ormation, call Kathleen McLaughlin 01 (3/2) 344-8594.

President's state of the College Address
Stude nts are encouraged to join Colul'(lbia Pres ident Warrick L.
Carter and the Student Government Association for the State of the
College Address. Dr. Carter will speak about the college community
and an swer questions from participants. The event begins at 12 p .m. on
Marc h 28 in the Ferguson Theater in the Alexandroff Campus Center,
600 S . Michigan Ave .

For more information, call Brian Malos

01

(312) 344-6657.

SHOW'OFF: Outsider Inc.
" Quoted 1 s being " an enlightened ~rban lifestyle magazine,"
Conscious Choice writes about environmental issues, politics and
other topics. Listen to Charles Snow, production manager, discuss student writing samples and ideas for improvement. The workshop is on
March 28 fro m 3 p .m . to 6 p .m. at the Portfolio Center, 623 S. Wabash
Ave . in Suite 307.

For more information, call Mercedes Cooper at (3/2) 344-8612.

Take 1 Student

Aim Festlval

Come celebrate as the Film and Video Department classes begin the
Take I Film Festival where the best work of Production I and
Production II will be showcased. The celebration is on Man:h 28 from
5 :30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the Film Row Cinema, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
on the 8th floor.

For more information. call Sandy Cuprisin at (Jll) 344·6708.

In Your Opinion

Corrections
In the Marc;h 12 story "C lubs ' costs not covered," the Studen
Government Assoc iation was incorrectly identified as a student organization with the largest budget. The Student Organization Council. wllid
di stributes the budgets fo student c lubs. receives the largest budget.

Do you recycle on campus?

In the story " KatrillR re lief group finds hope in fundraising/' the Reach Ou
trip was sa id to have been sponsored by the office of Stucknt OrgMizaticw
tlnd LClIdcrship us a college initintive. It became a student organizntion thi
year uller silidents decided to nmke pions for thi yenr's trip.
The grnphk ncco11lpunying the story" verwhchlh..'tI advi ern ~n,y stu--

dents Clip and gown" thllt nm on M urch I.. it\~ol"!'eCll hows th~ number
ClfcIIl1Ct.' lc~1 nppliclIIions in ....OO to 00 -17. ni ls numtx-r is wrot\g betUli
lIIony of Ihe ctllll.:cll nti liS we", lost during dOh' COIIvt' 'iou probltm,
nccuhJlng 10 Murk Kell , vice president of Stud III 'full'S, Kd \\:
ulluble 10 provide nn nCclInllc num!x'r b\:."CtHISC of thi dil1u \'ffOI',

Jed ,lte,,' i.\' lU I
",,/ I f)
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Free speech Human rights may be new area of study
law holds
Columbia faculty
express concerns
student
over minor programs
press liable
By Brent Steven White
Associate Ed itor

By Steve Yacclno
Assistant Campus News Editor

Since adding a human rights
class to Co lumbia 's Liberal

Education Department in the
spring of 2005, Shayna Plaut has
seen enough interest in the subject to lead her to create a second
cou rse in human rights.
She took the topic a step further and organ ized a round tab le
discuss ion on Feb. 26. which
focused on human rights studies

Although most college officials don 't use the legal right to
censor campus media, a new bi ll
approved by Illinois state sena-

tors on March 15 could secure
free speech fo r co llege students
at every institution in the state.
The ColJege Campus Press Act
was des igned to make all public
and private Illinoi s campus

media a " public forum for
expression" by barring school
administrations from the right to
preview or censor publi shed
material. The bill would also protect faculty adv isers from being
fired or d isc iplined due to con-

tent related issues; instead, it
would hold student editors liable.

" The system of government
we have in this country depends
more than a nything e lse on a
responsible exchange of information," said Sen. Da le Righter.
co-sponsor of the bill. "A lot of
that starts with the press."
The senate passed the bill unanimously, 57-0, and it will now go
Ill inois
House of
to the
Representatives for further debate.
" I think we can make great
arguments on behalf of the bi ll ,"
he said.
The bill was written by Sen .
Susan Garrett in opposition to
· the 2005 Hosty v. Carter ru ling,
·'· which gave officials at Governor
University the right to approve
its stude nt newspape r content
' before publishing it. The 7th U.S.
Circuit Court o f Appeals extended high school censorship laws to
include college students, giving
admin istration the opt ion to
interfere with campus . med ia if
necessary. The Suprem; Court
denied hearing the Hosty v.
Carter case in February 2006.
Ron Wiginton, president of the
Il linois College Press Association,
has been lobbying state legislators
on behalf of the bill s ince
February. He sai d the legislation is
a "fee l-good bill " because most
institutions already have a general
policy not to interfere with their
students' rights of expression .
"The bill 's not going to change
much, because schools don 't [censor srudents]." he said. "This is an
immunity clause. If [students]
screw up big time, they are the
ones that are going to be sued. It
would protect the adm in istration."
But the bill does n' t address th e
issue of stude nts just learning to
be journalists, . who might
unknowingly make mistakes and
be held legally liable. Wiginton
said school officials should protect students by establishing academic and cu rricul ar sys te m s
designed to teach the necessary
reporting an d · writing skill s
before they even reach the campus news room.
"We know that students are
learning," he said . " We know they
will make mi stakes and we
[should] have a system in place
that will hopefully stop those mistakes from becoming potentially
liable,"
See Law, Page 6

Shayna Plaut lectures her class on human rights in the South
Campus Building. 624 S, Michigan Ave" on March 19,

at Co lumbia . About 13 people,
including students, attended ,
Plaut said .
Now, as th e popularity of
hum a n
rights
studies
at
Columbia continues to grow, a
dialogue among some students.
faculty and administrative o ffi cials is brewing. Some are calling for the sc hoo l to offer a
minor in human right s studie s or
offer a human rights focus .
Whatever approach is taken ,
Plaut sa id she wants Co lumb ia to
approach the issue in a more academic way.
"There needs to be some in stitutionalization [at Co lumbia
because] of all the classes and
inte rest that 's being generated,
with regards to human ri gh ts and
the use of media. an and cultu re
as th e forum for human rights
explo ration ,'· Plaut said. "The
po int is, when you want 10 expose
you
human rights violations
need 10 reac h out 10 people who
are producers of cuhure."
Pan of the Feb. 26 discuss ion
cente red on the surge of human
rights programs in hi ghe r ed uca·
tion in recent yea rs. The
University
of
C hicago,
Unive rs ity of Minnesota and
Nort hwestern University. among
many others, all offer human
rights programs .
The syllabi. Plaut further
noted , are genera lly integrated
into international studi es prog rams, pol itic al sc ience programs or law sc hools.
Columbia, therefore, wou ld be
the fi rst private arts and comlllunicat ion sc hool to offer "an
organized academic program"
that would provide students with
knowledge about the foundation
of human rights, and focus on
conj oin in g human right s with
cu ltural production , media a nd
art, Plaut sai d.
"O ther co lleges and universities around the country have used

things like minors and certificates," Plaut sa id . " [But] there is
no schoo l focusing on commun ications, media and cu lture production that offer any sort of academic program regarding human
rights."
Li sa Brock, chair of the
Liberal Education De partment,
said s he likes the idea of a
human right s program, spec ifically a minor, and that it's something wo rth exp loring.
If
Co lum b ia offe red a minor in
human ri gh ts, she would like to
see different departments, like
the Film and Video and
Journalism Departments , poss ib ly come together to create it.
But Brock sa id the responsibility lies with students 10 push the
facu lty a nd administration.
·' If stude nt s really want this ,
then I think it will ge t a hearing,·· Brock sa id. ·' It" s the kind
of thing where [s tuden ts] have
to convi nce the college that it's
worth [the sc hool 's] time and
ene rgy.
But Brock, who would be instrumental in implehleming a human
rights program if enough interest
was raised, was wary of
Co illmbia 's current minor system .
" One of my concerns is that
it·s very difficuh for students to
ac hieve minors because of the
credit distribution;' Brock sa id .
" To be a major in some of the
departmeilts requires so many
c red its, and, very o ften , students
real ize they can ' t graduate on
time and sti ll minor."
But Austin Heredia, a sophomore film and video major who
took both of Plaut 's classes and
a ttended the Feb. 26 discussion,
sa id despite Co lumbia 's credit
inte nsive film program, he would
pursue a min or in human rights if
it were offered.

See Human rights, Page 6

Today's students are more narcissistic, study says
Some students not
surprised by results
By George P. Slefa
Campus News Editor

Assis~ant

Welcome to ' Ho lly World .'
At least that 's what 22-yearo ld Col umbi a s tud ent Holly
Rubenstein calls her life.
Rubenstein , a se lf-proclaimed
narcissist, said people have to
cany themse lves with confidence
and charisma in order to be suc cessfu l. She also isn't surpri sed
by the results of a study released
from San Diego State University
last month that says college students are more narcissistic and
se lf-centered than ever before .
Rubenstein even admits that her
looks have helped her land jobs.
During baseball season, she
will pose for pictures with
patron s on the rooftops behind
Wrigley Field. Her official job
title : Miller Party Girl.
During th e off season, however, Rubenstein works as an assistant at an upscale law finn downtown. Rubenstein , a senior marketing major, sa id she gets
"chauffeured" to work everyday
by her boyfriend ,

" At my last job, I did the same _
kind of work ," Rubenstein said.
"A nd I bas ica ll y.
Her pink ce ll phone rings.
" I'm not pickin g this up ,
Rubenstein sa id . " I' m always
blowing up. What was I say ing?
Yeah, and basically I got hired
because I was attractive. At least
that's what myoid boss said."

Jean Twen ge, the 3 1-year-old
psychology professor at San
Diego State Un iversity who conducted the study, included more
than 16,000 college s tud ents
between 1982 10 2006 from different schools across the nntion.
It was ·'the largest ever conducted on generational changes in
narci ssis m,' according 10 Sa n

Columbia senior Holly Rubenstein is a self· proclaimed narCIssist and
is not surprised by results of a recent study that says students are
more self-centered than ever.

Diego State Universi ty 's press
release.
TIle st udy found that people
born after 1982 are the IllOst narcissis tic ge neration in recc nt hi story, giving co ll ege students the
label ·Generation Me .·
Twenge used the Narciss istic
Pe rsonality Inventor)'. a lest thm
measures narci ss is m among indivi dual s, for he r dala . The invento·
ry asked student s for responses to
statemcnts like ·' 1 like to be the
cen te r of att ention ."
·'Narcissism is an (unhealthy]
trait to have .. . ILike] the notion
of being overly confidcllI is tied
in with s uccess - that s imply
is n ' t Irlle," Twenge said .
Another statement studl'nl s
responded to on the invclltol)
was ·' If y ou ('ukd thc world
would it be a bcttcf placeT
Rubcn stcin·s !'> aid her rl'spnnsL'
to thai would be, ··Obc !'> il~ is a
huge problcrn. and if I ruk'd till·
world, pl'oplc \\oul<l tal-l' l·arl' of
thcl11 scl\'('s and carl' about ho\\
they look ."
\\/hik' Rulx:nstl'in didn ·t participate in Twcn gc· s s tlld~,
Twc ngc sa id hcr answer i~ typical
See Narcissism, Page 7
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Columbia students play on words and poetry
Newexlubit
combines
print, grnphics
By George p, S/eto
Assistant Campus News Editor

Times New Roman, you're
we lcome here.
The font was no nexistent at
th e ope nin g of th e WORD2
exhibit at th e Hokin A nnex . 623
S. Wabash Ave. Letlers were
bent and twisted as they displayed themselves o n the bare
walls on March 15.
Col umbia writers collaborated
creatively. and laid a' variety of
texts in different s hape.'~ and patterns- also known as typOgraphy.
A few of the pieces combi ned
students ' work by having one
write a poem and the othe r displa y the words creatively using
typography.
n OI

"The way you use letters and
wha t you write affects the art ,"
said Ivan Brunetti, an instructor
and web designer at Co lumbia.
Brunetti's graphi c nove l class
submitted its final projects to be
presented at WORD2. Whi le not
a ll s tudents made the cut ,
Candice Johnson, a senior art
and des ign major, was se lected
to ha ve her piece, "A li a," di splayed at th e exhibit.
"The pieces playoff eac h
o th er really well," Brunetti sa id .
Johnson previous ly worked at

. a bar on the North Side and took
interest in one of her e lderl y
customers nam ed Alia.
" I like to tell stories," Johnson
sa id. " I studied Alia and the way
she in teracted at the bar and captured her story."
Nancy Jul so n-R ie ly, ex hibition coordi nato r at the Hokin
Annex, said she wou ld like to
sec more typography and graphic novels in future ex hibit s. She
a lso pla yed a large role in selec ting which art pieces would be
displayed at the event.
She added that because many
typography artists arc graphi c
designers, they would rather

"Sollie artists dOli 't pay
attentioll to the fOllt ~'j hi~·
tory. The /Ollt~· .h istory call
be used to express a
m essage. "
-Erick Delgado, Columb ia
alumnus
showcase their artwork o n the
Internet as opposed to an exhibit.
"This is the third [typography
exhibit] in Columbia's history,"
Julson-Riely sa id. " I would love
to see more artwork from students , absolutely."
One
Colu mbia
alumnus
cou ldn't resist returnin g to his
o ld schoo l to see what students
were crea ting. Erick Delgado, a
former graphic desig n maj o r,
said some of the pieces didn't
use fonts correctly.
"Some arti sts don't pay aUeo-

'Alia' featured in both works above, was a customer at a North Side bar where candice Johnson, a Columbia
graphic design major, used to work. Johnson said she studied 'Alia' before making the artwork.
tion to the fo nt's history. The
font's history can be used to
exp ress a message," Delgado
sai d. ''I' m not even [reading the
words]. I'm looking at the art ."
Artwork in typography and
graphic novels has gained inter~
est at Columbia, accordin g to
Rori DeC lue , a senio r graphic
des ig n maj o r. Next se mester,
Co lumbi a w ill be re leasing

Made Magazine, a publica tion · more invo lved in creating art~
which wi ll display various art- work at Columbia.
works and writings.
"I think its great the school is
" The school's funding the going forwa rd with this,"
magazine and it 's going to be DeC lue said . " The interest is
coming o ut once a semester," definitely there ."
DeClue sa id. "Sort of like
WORD2 will run until April
Echo."
20 at th e Hokin Annex. 623 S.
While DeC lue didn't talk Wabash Ave.
ahout specifics, she said graphic
gslefo@chroniclemail.com
design stu~ents are becoming

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

H a I I

Events

Monday March 26

Musicians Studio with
Shemekia Copeland

6:30 PM

Tuesday March 27

CUBE in Concert
Student Concert Series

12:00

PM

7:00 PM

Wednesday March 28

Jazz Gallery in the Lobby

12:00

PM

12:00

PM

Thursday March 29

Groove Band 2 Recital

For m orf, Info : J121J44.1131U

Columbia

~

COLtl!QI!

C til C A o a

dcoo

I
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Students weave social justice into artwork
By Beth Palmer
Assistant campus News Editor

Columbia students have made
politics an art.
The fonner students of U.S.
Foreign Poli cy, taught by
Patricia Walker, a fa culty member in the Liberal Educa tion
Department, have o rganized a
public presentation of their politically-inspired art and have also
created a new student organization, Artists of Foreign Policy.
On March 14, the club, which
is unofficial until the fa ll , shared
passion for issues like -poverty.
AIDS and fair trade in the first of
what they hope will be an annual
multimedia perfo rmance art
event called "See OUT Change:
Be the Change" in the 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
" We are students making a difference," said Rinska Carrasco, a
freshman acting major who will
be the club's president. " We
want to create change in our
communities, in our states and
worldwide."
Both the event and the club
stemmed from a new proj ect
Walker added to her syllabus last
semester, which required students to use creativity to express
their views on a foreign policy
issue, Walker said.
Fueled with passion and anger
about social justice, conversati ons among c lassmates often
became heated, eventually leading to the students ' idea for the
club, Carrasco said.

Carrasco, who is from the
Dominican Republic, had witnessed extreme poverty and
unfair compensation fo r farmers
and she sai d Walker 's class
allowed her to exp lore the issues
further.
" I understand that people get
caught up in their own s- t, but
at the same time these issues will
affect this generation in the
future and that scares me," she
said.
In addition to holding an annual presentation of students ' projects from Walker 's class, Arti sts
of Foreign Policy plans to have a
booth at freshmen Convocation,
Carrasco said.
The club also plans on holding
events to increase Co lumbia's
awareness of soc ial issues
through film, audio, visual, dance
and any other type of creative '
expression, Carrasco sa id.
"With foreign policy the job is
never done," said Micha el
Lencioni, a fre shman film major
and member of the club. "We live
in a visual world; we can reach
people in that way."
Artists of Foreign Po licy hopes
to change Columbia students'
definition of art to inc lude politics, said Lencioni, who showed
three . public service announcements about poverty in Africa at
the event.
Although foreign policy is the
club 's main focus, Rinska said
Artists of Foreign Po licy seeks
the membership of any artist who
fee ls strongly about an injustice.
The mo re di verse the issues

Joe Tollefson performed a rap about U.S. foreign policy during a political art exhibition, 'See Our
Change: Be the Change,'in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave ., on March 14

addressed and the more kinds of
mediums of.expression , the better, she said .
Artists of Foreign Policy is
new at Columbia, but nationally,
many colleges participate in
organizatio ns that artisticall y
raise socia! awareness.
Speak Out, a California-based
nonprofit, arranges fo r activist
artists to perform or present on
the campuses of at least 500 colleges a year, said Felicia Gustin,
director o f programming for

Speak Out.

"Youth are the future of this
country," Gustin said. "Tomorrow
they will be leaders of society."
Kristy Lueshen , a freshman
cultural studies major, said her
generation is too apathetic. She
wrote a play, performed by actors
at the March 14 event , that challenges young adults to care about
po liti cs.
After taking t~e class, Lueshen
sa id she felt tty't her futu re writing must alw ys have a soc ial

commentary component .
Walker sa id she is proud of her
students for thei r in iti ative to tum
what they learned in her cl ass
into the Artists of Foreign Policy.
"They stepped up to the plate,"
she sa id. "And their commitment
to pursue thi s [cl ub] is a testament to their own heart and conviction and compassion to make
a differe nce in the world."

bpalmer@chroniclemail.com

Attention Students!
Are you current on your
student account balance?
If you're not , then you wi ll be restricted from registering, Student
Fi nancia l Services placed REGISTRATION HOLDS on student
account s that were not cu rrent on their ba lance , Students were
notified through t hei r MyOASIS email accounts and called by SFS.

In order to have your SFS hold removed,
your SFS account must be current!
Check your current balance and or
financial aid status by logging into OASIS.
Payment s can be made through CCCPay, in pelson at the Cashier
Window 600 S, Michigan 3rd floor or by mail sent to Student
Fina ncial Services Attention: Payments.
If you have any additional questions or need to review you financing options, contact Student Financia l Services, by dia li ng our toll
free Help Line at 1-866-705-0200 or viSit our Customer Service
Options Page - Go to www.colum.edu - click on Current Students.
- Student Financial Services

Help Line at 1·866-705-0200
I

Student Financial Services
Attention : Payments
600 S. Michigan Room 303
Chicago, IL 60605

I
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Tips from photo pros

Mauricio Rubio/The Chronicle

. From left, Alex Garcia. Able Uribe, and Antonio Perez speak during the Hispanic Journalists
of Columbia's photojournalism panel at the 33 E. Congress Parkway Building on March 12.

The trio spoke about about using photos to make articles visua lly interesting.

Law:
Bill would hold
college reporters
accountable
COlllilluedfrom Page 3
Na ncy
Da y,
chair
of
Col umbia' s
Jo urn al ism
Department, said the new bill
wi ll cha nge little at the sc hoo l
because th e administ ration has a
his to ry of allowing s tude nt s
freedom of ex pression.
" It's no t our j ob to be lobby is t
for the college and they d on't
wa nt us to," she sa id. "I s uppose

they cou ld oppose [the bill]. but
it wou ld make them look bad ."
But for sc hools like Wheaton
Co ll ege, a private Chri st ian lib·

eral arts co ll ege in Wheaton ,
111. , the new bill cou ld affect

editors at the Wheaton Record,
the student campus newspaper.
Curre ntl y, Th e Reco rd has an

adviser

who

previews

and

appro ves a ll content be fore it is
publi shed , sa id Ed itor- in-Chief
Sarah Pulliam .
She said Wheato n has a set of
rul es, ca lled the Com munit y
Covenan t, that the paper must
abide by. which prohibi ts any
p romot io n of p re- marita l sex,
alcoho l, gamb ling or R-rated
mov ies.
"Someti mes it 's a litt le bit of a
burden," she sa id . "Sometimes
we just want to make our own
decis ions but it's no th ing con·
tentious. [What they would cen·
sor] is no t rel evant to our read·
ers anyway, so it is usuall y no t a
problem."

Still, if the bill pa sses,
Pulliam sa id the paper might
rethink sending its paper to the
adv isers before it goes to press.
" It would just be kind of nice
if they would actuall y trus t us to
execute it pro fessio nall y," s he
said.
Jon Seid el, s taff w ri ter for th e
Post Tribu ne and a member o f
the board o f directors for the
C h icago Headline C lub, sa id
there's no benefit to the current
censo rship la w. He sa id the new
bill wi ll force students to be
accountable for th eir words'.
·' It 's abo ut the future of th e
profess ion," he said. "A lo t o f
peop le talk about irres po nsib le
p ress cove rage and I think thi s is
one way to tra in future journal·
ists to be mo re responsib le."

syaccino@chroniclemail.com

Minor:

Pacyga echoed Brock's senti·
ment and said students must pressure facu lty if they want a human
rights program.
If Columbia created the minor,
it would begin with a department,
or 'a group of departments, com- '
ing together to create the curriculum , Brock said. It would then go
Continued from Page 3
to the o ffi ce o f Academic Affairs
"Columbi a has kind o f an to be implem ented, adjusted or
activist edge to it ... you can see denied. The process could take at
it ,wa lking around campus," least a year, Brock said.
Still, Plaut said she's optimistic
Heredia sa id. "But we need the
information and kno w ledge that the school will consider takbeh ind activism."
ing the next s tep and become the
Rose Economou , a facu lty first arts and media college to
member in the Journali sm . offer a human ri ghts program.
Department , also attended the
" I believe if Columbi a lives up
roundtable discussion and, ' like to its reputation and mission
Brock, expressed concern about statement it would be remiss not
Co lumbia 's c urre nt approac h to," Plaut said. " We have the
toward minors. Very few students vision and the focus; now we just
have enough extra credit hours to have to fo llow this in an academdevote to pu~ing a minor, she ic sense."
said.
a p in g fo rward , Plaut said
But Economo u, who taught she!s organizing another discus·
Topics iq Journa lis m : !:I.uJ1l~n sio~ at Columb ia, and inv iting
Rights and Media in the;sJ?ring of·,. M ar-k E nsa laco, o ne of the
2003, and served as pro)ect·d irec- ' foul)ding me mbers of the
tor o f :two humar( rig hls ~iifer. lntei-n a ti o nal Human Rights '
ences: at the Chicago ', Hilton 'in Educatio n Consortium and the
2002 and 2003, wou ld f-ike to s~ dird tor of the Human Rights
the .fui nor c.r~ted . She, said i~ Studi es
program
at
the
could be hpused in either" the' Universfty of Day ton. The
Liberal Ed uCation o r Journalism University o f Dayton offers the
Department.
onl y B .A . in human rights s tudStill, the :~dea · o f :offeri ng a ies in the U nited States, Plaut
human rights prog r~m has n' t said:
She hopes the discussion,
reached some of the people who
could administer it.
.' which will be open to everyone,
"This is the first I' ve heard o f witt take place in mid-April.
it," said Dominic Pacyga, acting
For ' more information on
dean for the School o f Liberal Arts human
rights
studies , at
and Sciences. " But o f course I'd be Columbia, e-mail Shayna Plaut
wllhng t6')~ten If [a proJX>;$31 for a(shayna.plaut@gmai!.com
the . mlOOr]'.was put together With .- -=-,.. ,-

Student interest
is key factor,
faculty says

bwhite@chroniclemail.com
fI,
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Exhibition runs March 29th - May 15th
Reception Thursday, March 29th 5pm-7pm
2nd floor of Columbia College Library
624 S. Michigan Ave.
Refreshments served

I\un·.try
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class neighborhood in' Wisconsin and

Narcissism:

"hated" the atmosphere.

Not all students
agree with the results

themselves."

Continuedfrom Page 3
among narcissists.
"Improvement in appearance among
others [i s] classic narcissism," Twenge
sa id.
She said she developed an interest in
"different generations" when she was an
und ergraduate at the University . of
Ch icago .
In 1998, she received a PhD in personality psychology from th e .University of
Michigan.
While Twenge was at the University of
Michigan, she saw professors measure personality traits and attitudes "with carefully
designed and validated questionnaires."
"There wasn' t any data avai lable [on na'rcissism and college students] ," Twenge
said.
She also authored the
book, Generation Me:
Why Today s Young
Americans are More
Confident,
Assertive,
Entitled- and
More
Miserable than Ever
Before. Published in
2006, the book said
loday 's teachers believe
the most important
aspect of te aching is
making the children feel
good about themse lves,
such as placing stickers
on instruction forms for
simply filling them out
or constantly tell ing
children " they're speciaL"
Twenge ' s
research
states that chi ldren and
teens are being ra ised
with too much individ-

''The atmosphere' was very about ' me,'"
Shennan said. " People only cared about
Althougb she grew up in an "all about
mc" enviroment, Sherman doesn' t conside r herse lf a narcissist and is no
stranger when it comes to volunteer
wo rk .

S ix

month s

after

[c]s

Hurricane

Katrina, she volunteered with 30 other
Col umbi a students and knocked down
homes as wells as " picking up a lot of

garbage. "
"[The study] docsn ' l upset me. I can
totally relate to [the study] myself,"
Sherman said. "Overall , it seems that
we ' re progressively gett ing worse,"
Sherman sa id the " di s turbing results"

of the study don ' l surpri se her.
" I don't know how a cha nge wi ll come
about," she sa id. "We need to initi ate a
change in the world to make it a better
pl ace."
Gene Liebler, a therapist on the
North Side, said he uses a cognitive
behavioral approach when dealing
with a narcissistic patient. While
Leibler said he hasn't
noticed an increase in
patients, he did say it may
not swprise him.
''They're often pretty,"
Liebler said. ''They try to
surround
themselves with people
that reflect [well]

with them. They're
not comfortable
around competitivt(
people, either."
He also said it 's
"extremely unusual" for a narcissist
to come from a
well-ba lanced
household.

INSTALLATION BY LIZ NOFZIGER
March 12 - April 20; 2007
Reception: March 13, S-7pm
rti st lecture : March 15 , 6:30pm , Conaway Center

lumbia College Chicago is proud to present CORE, a site-specific installation by visual
rtist liz Nofziger. CORE presents an abstracted ~core sample" of architect William Le
Bar on Jenney's ludingtm Building w hich now houses the Glass Curtain Gallery. Nofziger
ill create CORE by werking with the physical space of the gallery, its myriad past and
present uses, and its architecturally significant beginnings. Viewer exploration will complete
he work, revealing renections of the building's past, from the vibration of printing presses
o toothpaste and auto-parts.
Nofziger states, ~ I examine scale and demand physical involvement and curiosity from the
iewer. I aim to challenge the viewers' perceptions and awareness of t heir surroundings
ithin the exhibition and beyond. I am interested in broadened relationships to our
nvi ronments, current events, and history wit hin the context of physical personal experience
nd the impact each of us has on the future:

Rub e n s tein
sa id her mindset
from
being raised in an
u a l attention and are n ' t
e r -c l ass
b eing taught the I~:<:;~ " ________.J..IORGANIC ISM, Nature Functioning Nontraditional ly
family.
that " life isn't fair."
" My grandmother and mom carried March 5 - April20, 2007
"Narci ssists lack empathy and are themselves in such a confident way,"
peningReception, March 8, S-7pm
unable to take someone else's perspec- Rubenstein said. " I was basica lly raised
the urbanscape rapid ly encroaches on the natu ral environment, organic form and
ti ve," Twe nge said. "They 'generall y as a JAP- Jewi sh American Prin cess."
aren' t happy for their partner if they have
Karen Schmitz, Rubenstein's 25-year- material is being overcome. While calls to action for environmental we lfa re are abundant,
success, unless the success reflects on old best friend, said Rubenstein 's confi- hey are often solely In the name of preserving nature for its functiona lity as a system. The
preservation of the natural environment is unquestionably vital, however it is essential to
them- like being a trophy wife."
dence is something she keeps to herse lf onsider that nature fills the dual-role of both form and function.
Throughout Twenge's book, she drives at and said her friend doesn' t act as if she's
the notion that today's children have too better then everyone else.
he term " organicism ~ is a philosophy that suggests t he whole cannot be defined by the sum
much attention focused on them, hence her
"There is nothing wrong with being
f its pa rts; that the system is important above its components. Organicism questions this
book 's title, Generation Me.
confident," Schmitz said. "Anyone who philosophy by asking if the intricacies of an individual leaf can be just as intriguing as the
''This is a time of soaring expectations knows Holly will te ll you that she is very
ntire forest. In this context the exhibition celebrates all that occurs natura lly for the sake
and crushing realties," her book proclaims. generous to those close to her. She's also
f aesthetic and personal experie nce. Artists examine their own existence in relation to how
hey
experience organiC form and material. Organicism : Nature Functioning Nontraditionally
Not all college students apply to her very smart , like R,eese Witherspoon in
provides a multi-se nsory account of these complex relationships; relationships that have
book.
Legally Blonde."
one beyond the bounds of how we have traditionally unde rstood nature.
Britney Sherman, a freshman film and
video major, said she grew up in an upper
gslefo@chroniclemail.com
rganicism: Nature Functioning Nontraditionally is curated by Columbia College student
annar Veatch. an art and design major with concentrations in the fine and media arts.

Glossing over 'Food and Sex'
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ORD 2: TYPE + IMAGE

ord 2 : type + im age is the third I C)Spaces exhibition celeb rating the union of art
nd the written wo rd . The e xhibit features work from Co lu mbia College Chicago' s
illustrati o n, Graphic Design and Poetry students . Word 2 illu strat es the d ifferen t
uses of typography in artwork and the interdependece of imagery and text . Work
Isp layed in cl ud es graphic novels . typeset poems , font des igns and artwork
incorpora tin g letterforms.
PartiCipating instru ctors : Ivan Brunetti , William linehan , and Richard Zeid
Poetry cu rated by : Jen Watman, Colu mb ia College Chicago Poetry Majo r
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SKETCHY FIVE
March 12- April 20, 200 7
Reception: Thu r sday, Ma rch 29, 5-7pm

Rachael Strecher/The Ch ronicle
Nelson Feldberg looks at work by M isty Keasler in the Museum of
Contemporary Photography, 600 S. Michigan Ave., in the exhibition 'Robert

Heinecken: Sex and·Food:

ketchy Five is the fifth annua l exhibit ion of sketches . draw ings an d s ket c hboo ks
f the students . faculty and staff of Columbia Co llege Chic ago . The exh ibit
xplores the process of art and the thought progres sio n of the arti st

Fe': melle ,('5pa(e Infolmatl o n Includlngemplovment
e'p,'Ol1unltle< ex illb it lOl1 0pp0l1 Unities \\'ork> h o ps .
and ,~I tl,t 1"(HJle< VI51t (,paces.colul11.edu
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gets me... so I can a/ways get the score.

TEAM COLUMBIA COMPETES IN ROME!
This '«4!ek Team Columbia ~ to ROME
b~ competitiion. The team
mil be running the ROME
in the
name of Columbia College Chicago with
hopes to not criJ mjjoy ROME with feIoo>Jou
CoIhumIbO students but to also build
~among Cobnbia students on
CiiIIfIII!PUS ~ dub & intramurill ~
Chris SmCJedec;,pI~ of the Student

maramon

AtIttIteliics ~
these -.ds to Silly.:
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Then! ate 7 5IUdents running the
malad 101. for Team CoIurnbiaI and an
addiIioiaal65tUdents biWeIing to Rome

with the team to document the trip and
bu1d their CMI'I portfolio.
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The students wiI be in Rome for the entire week of spring
break leaving on MaId\ 15th and ~ on March 2lnd.
All students atlEtading the ewnt hMIe pMI for it out of their
CMI'I budgets.

If you woukIlilcelO know ~aboutTeam Coknbia cw
how you can get iIwoM!d with athletics at Coknbia pIeiIse
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Wearing protection -questioned
College students
sport masks for
germ research
By Jodi S. Cohen

In her dorrn at the Uni versity
of Mi chigan , Deni se Rowe
looks as much like a sick pati ent
as a student.
Before she eats a meal, goes to
sleep at night, or even kisses her
boyfiiend, she first has to slip off
the blue surgical mask that coveTS
her nose and mouth and hooks
around her ears.
"People do kind of look at you
weird," said Rowe, 18, the outline
of her mouth moving behind the
cotton mask.
Around the Ann Arbor campus
this winter, 1,400 students have
been participating in a study to
learn whether wearing masks
makes a difference in who gets the
flu . About 830 of them are

assigned to wear facial cover
devices for six weeks, while the
rest take no precautions. Some of
the mask wearers also use hand
sanitizer.
" I felt it was a worthy cause to
participate in," said Rowe, who
plans to go to medical school.
The $2 million study. funded by
the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, is one of
several studies worldwide. The ini~
tiation of the study is intended to
evaluate the feasibi lity and effec-

tiveness of no n~ phann aceuti c al
measures in containing the next
deadly flu pandemic.
In the case of such a pandemic,
like bird Ou, federal offi cials have
said a vaccine may not be available
until six months on, making it
more important to know the effec~
li veness of other measures, such as
masks and hand washing, in con~
trolling the disease.
But the first year o f the CDC
study, which ended a week ago,
may reveal as ml;lch about slacker
students as it does about science.
Though 187 residents in one donn
had enrolled in the project, s tu~
dents this past week said they
rarely saw anyone wearing the
masks anymore.
"It was inconvenient," said 19~
year-old Meghan McMahon.
''It 's hard to breathe with them
on ," said her friend Kelly
Patri ck, 18.
Even sophomore Asman Butt,
19, who was among the more loyal
participants in the beginning of the
trial, didn't wear his mask to the
cafeteria last week. "It started to
bother me," he said.
Study co~investigator Allison
Aiello , assistant professor of
epidemiology at the university 's
School of Public Health , said
s he's not concerned about lax
participation.
She said students have been fill~
ing out online weekly surveys
about their health, the amount of
time spent wearing the masks and
the reasons for not wearing them,
including embarrassment and dis~

comfort . Observers also are sta~
tioned in the domls and cafeterias
to watch how many students are
wearing the masks- and wearing
them correctly.
Researchers said the project wi ll
be valuable even if some studen ts
don' t wear the protection. The
study may find that while masks
help prevent the spread of the flu
and o ther respiratory illnesses,
they may not be a viable option
because people won't use them.
" There seems to be good
acceptance o f mask·wearing in
many As ian countries, but there
needs to be more research on the
stigma assoc ialed with it here in
the U.S. That is one o f the things
we want to try to · get at in this
study," Aiello said .
Tomas Aragon, director of the
Center for Infectious Disea se
Preparedness at the University of
California Berkeley School o f
Public Health , said it 's hard to
study disease prevention using
healthy s ubjects because they
may not feel threatened enough
to change their behavior.
"It might well be that in the real
world . . people are unwilling to
wear a mask until maybe there is a
real threat right upon them,"
Aragon sa id.
And even among those who
wear them, how soon will they
take them off?
"How good is a mask when
you throw a large pizza in the
middle of the table in the donn?"
asked Dr. Steven Wolinsky, chief
of
infectious
diseases
at

,.

Can we get a show of hands?

Election packets ·are
ready for pick-up.
If you plan on running for senate in the
2007 Student government elections pick up
your election packet, located in 1104 S.
Wabash downstairs HUB office C.

Columbia
COLLEG E

C H

C AGO

Denise Rowe, left, and I:>ayfriend Brad Larson, both 18, wear masks at
the University of Michigan as participants in a study of germ spreading.

Northwestern University.
That 's
what
Michigan
researchers will learn after collecting data from seven donns, where
students eat, sleep, s tudy and
socialize in close quarters.
Study coordinators lured partici·
pants with money- always needed
by college students- and the
chance to win iPods.
The mask wearers will get $ 100
at the end of the study, while those
in the control group will get $40.
It even pays to get s ick .
Students who feel ill and get
their throat swabbed to check
for the influenza virus get an
additional $25.
Study participant Rowe, who

said she wears the mask eight
hours a day, said she's upset that
her donn· mates are"h'1 taking the
study as seriously.
But, then again, she's not look·
ing for a date.
Her boy fri end , 18·year·o ld
Brad ley Larson, also is in the
study, said they wear their masks
when they' re watching television,
studying, or waiting in line in the
dorm 's dining hall .
They even won a photo conlest
with a picture o f their lips touching
from beneath the masks.
Under the photo was a message :
" Always wear protection."
MCT
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Recycling:

Beating up the big screen

College may
add more bins
around campus
Continued fro m. Front Page
Columbia recycled 2 1, 11 7 Ibs. of

unsorted office paper, according
to the report . In January, that
number increased to 27 ,766 Ibs.
Joanne Harding, who oversees

recycl in g

in

the

Office

of

Facilities and Operations, said
she thinks the latest statements
are encourag ing.
"That -means the new contai ners that we got are serving th eir
purpose," she said .
Every month , Harding rece ives
reports from Recycling Services,

Inc., which list how much paper
was recycled during that time,
and the equivalent nuinbers of
trees saved, water conserved and
the amount of matter that did not
go into landfills.
While Recycl in g Se rv ices,
In c. ca nnot current ly provi de
repo rt s o n how much g lass,
pl astic or aluminum is recyc led,
Kath ryn Li s ini cch ia, ·program
d eve lo per
fo r
Recyc ling
Services, Inc., said the company
would like to provide the reports
in th e future .
John Wawrzaszek has participated with the co llege's recycling program since 2000, three
years before he graduated from
Columb ia and became employed
by the college. He oversees a
group of several student workers
who vi sit each building at least
once a week to pick up the recycling.
Wawrzaszek said they usually
don' t have a schedule to pi ck up
the recycling, but rather they visit
each building once a week and
more often if necessary.

Mauricio Rubio/ The Chronicle
Shawn Bernal, far left. is filming Emmanuel Manzanares as he knees Anthony Paape in Grant Park on March 16. The three are
members of Lazy Brown Productions which focuses on filming '80s kickboxing-style films.

"There's no rhyme or reason,"
Wawrzaszek said. " Jt just
depends on where they ' re go ing
for the day."
Wawrzaszek and the student
workers put eac h bu ilding's
waste and recycling into one of
four dumpsters around campus.
However, Wawrzaszek said all
waste and recycling from south
campus bui ldings go into a
dumpster at the 1104 Ce nter,

1\04 S. Wabash Ave. And one
dumpster is so lely reserved for all
o f th e Residence Center 's waste .
The Residence Center didn't
begin participating in the program until students returned in
August, a few months after the
other buildings had start ed ,
Wawrzaszek said.
" We needed a program over at
the Residence Center, because
you' re. go in g to get a lot more

Kimi BadgerfThe Chronicle

g lass, pl asti c and cans there, just be used. There are current ly 70
because people li ve there and sets around campus, but the colcook dinners ," Hard ing sa id . lege may purchase more bins if
" We needed to have a program there is an increased demand, she
in place to get a lot of that recy- said.
" I' m s ure we could always
clable material o ut of th e
provide more [bins}," Berg sa id .
waste."
The Residence Center 's partic- " I' m sure th ere are in stan ces o n
ipation also com plies with a new campu s whe re people don't see
city ordinance that requires all a recycling bin handy and th en,
residential bui ldings to recycle, therefore, don 't recycle."
Waw rzaszek said
Wawrzaszek said .
"I'm thrilled we
Whi le the coliege
the o nly issue he's
current ly has four finally instituted a co nfro nted is makcomprehensive
dumpsters, Harding
ing it clear that the
said her office is program We were different
co lored
look ing into obtaina lillIe behind the bins mean that plas~
ing anoth er fo r the
tic s, g la ss and a lutimes. "
33 E. Congress
minum can now be
recycled .
Parkway Bui ldi ng
-A licia Berg, vice
president of Campus
" The onl y diffifor tras h and recyEnvironment
cul ty is geuing peo~
cli ng. She said
pie aware that we ' re
they ' re determining
if th ere is enough space for a doing it now," Wawrzaszek sa id.
dumpster behind the bu ildi ng. It " Peop le are just so used to the
s hould be de termined in the next paper thin g."
few month s.
NC\w that the new initiative
Othe r co ll ege officials are has !legun, Wawrza sze k sa id an
pleased with the program and it s extra student worker has been
hired to help with the recycling
reports.
"I' m thrill ed we finall y in stitut- co ll ect ions.
ed a comprehensive program,"
Now that the group is responsaid Alic ia Berg, vice president of s ible fo r coll ecti ng wet waste,
Campus Environment. " We were including pop can s and bottl es,
a linl e behind the times."
th e team needs to mak e s ure
Although Co lumbia has had a their pick-up schedu le is more
recyc ling program for more than consi stent .
15 years, it didn ' l take off unti I
Christi an William s, a freshWawrzaszek cou ld spend more man interactive arts and media
time w ith the student workers . major, be ga n working with
Other in s tituti ons that ha ve Wawrzaszek las t fall. Alth oug h
rec yclin g prog rams throu g h he o riginally didn 't recycle, he
Recyc ling Servic es, Inc. include said thi s job ha s showed him
th e C ity Co lleges of Chi cago how import an t it is.
and th e Un iversi ty of Illinoi s at
The only problem he encou n~
C hi cago, Li sinicchi a sai d.
ters when pickin g lip the recy~
Berg said she 's look ing for~ cling is di scovering that people
ward to other recyclin g init iatives don ' t pay attention when th ey use
from Co lumbia. One poss ib il ity the bins and he has to then sort
is participating in a study that out the trash, he sa id .
"Peop le confuse it with
wou ld revea l th e college's ot her
main waste sources and suggest- garbage, but it 's recyc ling,"
ing how th at amount could be William s said. " We try to keep it
simple and have the bins cl early
lessened.
Berg sa id her office has con tin- marked."
ued to consider where some of
th e new recycling bin sets could
amaurer@chroniclemail.com
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Give a lot of luck
with just a little.
In five brilliant colors and starting at just $72*, the 1GB iPod shuffle lets you wear up to 240 songs on your sleeve. Increase your
music library up to 8GB with the the iPod Nano, starting at just
$199. Buy online or buy in store. Save an extra $10 on the Silver
2GB Nano when purchased on campus.

Apple Store - Columbia College
Su ite 224
33 East Cong ress Parkway
Chicago, Illinois

60605
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www.colum .edu/ applestore
applestore@colum .edu
(312)-344-8MAC
Facebook Group: Columbia Apple Students
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room to kill it before it
found some hiding
spot to frighten me
aga in when I least suspected it. From that
day on, I wou Id do a
full in spection of my
room before I went to
sleep to see if there
were
any
lurkin g
insects see kin g to
c rawl on me in the

middle of th e night.
Another time, th ere
was a moth in our
house. It was in my
room , but somehow I
managed to chase it
back out into the
I don ' t get frightened easily. I can't kitchen. That thing didn 't want to be
remember ever be ing scared from a caught and it seemed to be in there for
horror film , haunted house or ghost a few days. That caused me to keep my
story. But I do have one fear that door closed at all tim es and seal the
freezes me in place at first sight and crack between it and the wall with a
it's those creepy crawly things smaller towel . I wou ld rush in and o ut of my
than me: bugs ! And I' m not just talk- room , detennined not to let that moning about spiders. I don 'I like any of ster with wings back in my space.
them.
An old roommate of mine took
I don ' I know what started my fear, advantage of my fear one day. He found
because as a kid I remember liking a spider in his room and thought it
wonns and ro ly-polies, the little gray would be funny if he held onto it with
bugs that wou ld roll up into a ball. I both of hi s hands. He started chasing
used to hunt for them under rocks or the me around the apartment, laugh ing hys" We lcome" mat on our front porch after terica llyas I was screaming at the top of
it rained. but now 1 run from them .
my lungs.
May be it started one morning when
Then, he decided to open up hi s
I was about 10 years o ld . I woke UP. hands and throw the spider in my direclying in bed on my back, and the first tion. Thi s made me lose it, and I started
thing I saw was this huge furry black jumping around the room, shak ing and
spider hang ing about a foot away from stomping to make sure the spider was
my face. J screamed and ro lled off the not craw li ng on any part of me, hopebed. Then I rushed my mom into my full y killing it if it was on the ground .

Buggin.' out

The neighbors must have heard all
the commotion, because not much
later, the cops arrived at our door. They
said they had gotten a call about a
domestic disturbance and they were
concerned for my safety. They came in
th~ apartment, and while I was still trying to calm down from the terror, they
found my roommate laughing on the
fl oor in hi s room .
My fear also causes me to be careful
of what I eat, because some pl aces
apparentl y like to feed insect parts to
th e ir un suspe ct ing customers. One
such case was a fast food place [
worked at in Seattl e. We had to cut our
own potatoes for th e french fries. I

JACKASS OF THE WEEK

opened up a 50·pound bag of spuds
and began cutting, until I noticed half

the bag was fi lled with moldy potatoes
covered in maggots! Gross! I screamed
and ran away from my work station.
The store manager came up to me
askin g what the problem was and
when I told her, she acted like that was
nonnal. She ordered me to cut the
potatoes anyway. I refused, telling her
that was disgusting and unsanitary.
Nobody e lse would do it either, so she
stonn ed over and cut the potatoes,
maggots and all , into the sink. They
were eventually cooked and served.
So now I g uess everyone who reads
thi s knows a great way to fright en me ,
but be careful because what goes
arou nd comes around and you never
know who might be serv ing you up a
treat with a "special" ingredient.

kkal/er@chronic/email.com
While some weeks are slower than others in tenns of
jackass-ness, it seems politicians .have really stepped

up to the plate and kept things interesting over the
past few weeks. So, for your reading pleasure, here

are two of the .Iatest political "boo-bOos" in the news:
area , but we we re
lone ly.
In fact , between me
and the majority of
my fe male comrades,
less than a handfu l of
hook -ups occurred
be fo re thi s school
year started, and that
just isn't right.
But if the weekend

of th e South Side
Irish Parade is any
in dication of how this
spring and summe r
wi ll play out, I think
we' re off to a good
start . For the past
th ree years, my fri ends and I have
made a tradition out of having a daylong drink-a-thon on parade day. Thi s
time around my boy fri end and I met up
with our friends at PJ. C larke 's, a Gold
Coast bar, at 9 in the morning. We reve led in th e all-you-can-cat buffet and
a ll -you-ca n-drink open bar for three
hours, then continued the party at a
frie nd's apartment in Litt le Italy.
Judg ing fro m the way the beer was
Ilowing and Ihe way the wann weat her
wa ... IH.: ighl ening everyo ne's sprin g
lever. a hook -up or two se emed
inevitable. As the .. llcfIloon carried 0 11
III .. drunken hale of random convers;]tion'i , hon1Jollc ... 'i lartcd running full
fl1f('c By "'UlldoWfl , two of Ill y sing le
fri end ,. made Ihc lr way 101 l1 e bat hroolll
IfllI1 ;.ke uu! I didn 't rcall y 'ice it CO/ll m ~ . hU I I wa 'i happy they were hutl!
ahle 10 ,~c l Ih eu pl cLe Oil 'iuc h i1 great
and fe<, ll ve day
t ,,,fortunatel y
Ih e ll
halluutlllf

Spring into action
The fabulou s 6O-plus degree weather
before spring break came at a muchneeded time as the winter sl ump of
harsh winds and dirty slush were stan ing to drive me insane. And wh ile I can' t
explain how ready I was to throw my
winter jacket back in the closet, I must
say I wasn't quite as ready for the
inevitable spring fever that came with it.
As my friend and I headed out tn a bar
one weekend after a long day at work ,
we realized our last bout of spring fever
didn't even seem that long ago. Not too
many month!J prior, we had been pining
for wme sexual healing a... we .. pent our
\ ummer day, loungmg on Ihe hc;u.h,
and nighl3 emptying our ocer mIllie'!
various bar'J in the city
Unfortunately for I'>olh of 1I". Iff <, 1
! pong and summer pro ved 10 be a hit of
a bu cot In the hooklflg-up dcpartrn c'II ,
maybe we weren' t I{K)k 10 9 In the , 1/!,11 1
' P'"It <; or there W tt \ a dcpre ..... m ~ ... lil/rl·
age of de<..ent guy\ in the Chn. agolalJd

ii'

esca pades we re inte rrupt ed when
another fri end knocked the door open
because peop le were lining up to pee.
And J must say the alcoho l and my
never-endin g crush on my boy's cute
looks brought me over th e edge as we ll ; ·
I couldn ' t keep my hands off him. I
think at some point I wanted to make
my way into the bathroom too when it
fina lly opened up, but my boyfriend,
thankfu lly, has better manners.
That weekend may have only consisted of minor hook-ups, but it was
already more excit ing and scandalous
than last year. And I can te ll my friends
and I are going to have a success ful
season; spring feve r's not gonn a keep
us down and o ut fore~e r!

Ibreyne@c:hronic/email.com

ChrilSY Mohlmeiller - cmohlmell'er@ChronlclemOll,COm - (312) 344-8975

Moll Fogefholm - mfogerhol,,*hronlclemOll.COm - (312) 3401· 8969

gressional assistant 20 years bis junior. But hey, he
eventually married the younger one, the lucky gal.
Maybe Newt fmally realized his soul was on the line
after he so adamantlY-<ll1d hypocritically-worked
to punish a guy for committing the same act. of adul-

tery and felt the need to work on thaL Juicy!
Cook County governmenl olTl<iaIs: Hey, remember
that time when $500,000 went missing from the Cook
County budget? Yeah, thaI was funny ... or maybe
not so much. After a recenlaudit of the COUIIty, ifwas
discovered that nearly $290,000 ofinmales' IIlOIIeY
being held in the jail commissary is rrus.ing, a well
as $240,000 from an aCCOllllt holdin& money for beG
that can't be found. Aside from the 1IIOftC)I, the ~

also came across a county car auction in which 6S
cars were sold in less then 40 minutes, mostly to ...
individual, leading auditors to believe a kickback
scheme was the motivation for the quick sells.

Although it seems people are pretty clueless a 10
how so much money could have slipped throu&h the
cracks from the already debt-ridden budget, Coot
County Commissioner Tony Peraica is Mac(Juy __ ina
it up and trying to get to the bottom of the case. Fin&e<'pointing Is aimed in the direction of tho Suoger tatberson duu: the cider John troger, the fonner county
bonrd president. nnd Todd Stroger. th. younger cumnl
one. Todd', response? " We're.II humM. ond eventually, someth ing is going to hnppen thnt you are going to
hove to COIT!:ct," l1lollgh his nnswer is pricelt
the
dude', still out haif a million dollar.; 'Orhi
unly.

- 7: IJrl~vmj
Ratings Guide

K"tlln Kolter - kkoller@Chronlclemoll.COm - (312) 344-8970

Newt Gingrich: Gingrich, Speaker of the House dur'
ing the 19905, was one of the fprerunners in the
Clinton impeachment after the president engaged inand .then lied ~bout-an ~xtra-ma:ttal affair wittf~ 4"1:~
White House mtem Momca Lewinsky. Now he
admits that, oops, he was also hqving an affair at the
time of the impeachment trials. While. still married to "
his now ex-wife, the 63-year-old got it on with a cO,J!

So, I, that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the heatta In
each revtew and
u.. thl. handy
chart to find out.
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REASONS I DON 'T LIKE REAsONS WHY MIDTERMS
COMING BACK TO SCHOOL ROCK MY WORLD RIG HT
NOW
AFTER SPRING BREAK

THINGS THAT KEEP ME
ALIVE

Homewo rk: Why do teachers insist on
piling up the workload whi le I' m supposed to be enjoying time away? It 's like
being in school, except the classrooms are
locked and instead of relaxing on a sunny.
Florida beach, I'm watching the waves
from inside a glass prison. And working
on some extensive assignment that was
given because I supposedly have more
time to work on it now.

C lass gets o ut ea rly: Sure, I may be up
study in g all night and stress might
make my shou lders feel li ke there 8re
rocks in them . But for the first time thi s
semester, I got home before the sun
went down and I gotta say, I missed it.

Dirty po li t icia ns: In a place where it's
OK to be a little dirty, I have come to
appreciate the sti cky politicos of the
Windy City. Hey, if they weren' t so
dirty maybe thi s city wou ldn ' t need
two newspapers and so many reporters.

H a lfway a nyone?: I am now ha lf
through my last semester and I can
almost sme ll the dirty wate r and city
pollution outside Navy Pier on
Graduat ion Day.

Blogger : I' m always the last to know
about the latest trend, and this time it 's
Blogger.com . In just 10 minutes you
can be up and running with this fabu·
lous webs ite, blabbi ng about the latest
o utrage of the day. Getting someone to
read it is the hard part.

Summ er : Spring break is the ultimate
summer teaser. Not only has it started
wanning up outside, but I'm fma lly free
to do whatever I want for an entire week.
It's just like being a little kid again .
Laziness: After becoming accustomed to
lounging in hammocks and cloud· gazing,
it's hard to get back into the sw ing of
going to class and work every day. I'd
rather space out during class and hang out
at the park instead of paying attent ion and
doing homework.
Traveling: The trip away is always excit·
ing, but the trip back is just a pile of
dread. Jet Jag, long hours on a bus or in a
car, the responsibilities that eagerly await
back home ... Traveling back is definitely

not a favorite of mine.
Fina ls: Disregard ing the fact that
midtenns just finished and finals are
about six weeks away, they have a way of
sneaking up before you're able to come
back to reality. At least when fina ls are
over, summer break is here!

Drink ing : I' ve neve r bee n a big
drinker but the taste of a Corona with
lime a lways brightens the mood after
knowing I bombed that tes t.
Sp rin g Brea k: No, I' m not going any·
where . Yet sleeping in , not showering
till 5 and then having my own mini·
concert in the shower- because I have
time to belt it out li ke no one's business
-sounds like a vacation to me.
F riends: I will be spending some ser i·
ous time making up for the nights ou t I
had to say no to. My life has bee n in
shamb les right now between work ,
school and moving.

Red Bu ll: I have to admit, I was turned
off by my fi rst sip. I bought it as a joke
the first time, and quickly discarded the
full can. Now I'm a Red Bull addict.
I've also man aged to get my mother
and a bevy of friends hooked on th e
golden juice.
C upcakes from South po rt Cafe:
Fluffy, ye ll ow cake as light as ai r.
Thic k, buttercream frosting. Enough
sa id. 3552 N. Southport Ave.
James H. Ewert Jr.: You may not
know this kid. but he sits behind me
and he's my opposite in almost every
way. He wears recyc led clothes, travels
the city by publi c transportation and is
ant i· everything. But most importantly
he is a passion ate journalist committed
to covering the aforementioned dirty
politicos. Moral : Don 't judge people
because you just might like them .

Exposure

MONDAY
Do design and architecture strike your
fancy? Well, the StreeteNilie Organization
of Active Residents is hostirg an event for
Chicagoans to take a gander at tile design
plans for the Chicago Spire. Registration is
at 5:45 p.m. in the Ontario Room of the
Courtyard by Marriott, 165 E. Ontario St
For more information. visit the website
soarchicago.org.

TUESDAY
Think you're the big cheese? Two chefs
from New York restaurants Picholine and
Artisanal Cheese collaborate to fTlake a
menu entirely of delectable cheeses at
160 Blue, 1400 W. Randolph St, and
wi nes from HartJey-Ostini Hitching Post
Winery (recognizable from t he movie
Sideways). FIVe course meal paired with
wine is $95, and reservations can only be
made by call ing (312) 85()'{)303.

WEDNESDAY
Explosions In The Sky, an instrumental
band with a reputation of wowi ng audiences, returns to Chicago with their new
album All Of A Sudden I Miss Everyone.
This all ages show is at 6:30 p.m. at the
Metro. 3730 N. Clark St Tickets cost $13
in advance, and $15 at the door.
Silent films get a dose of sound. The
Accessible Contemporary Music group is
performing current music to new silent
films at the Chopin Theatre, 1543 W.
Division St Tickets cost $7 and the show
starts at 7:30 p.m. For more information,
viSit acmusic.org.

THURSDAY
Never · thought that Viewmasters would
land a place in an art exhibit? Well, now
they have, thanks to artist Vladimir from
Portland, Ore. The artist handmade
stereoscopic images for the attendees to
enjoy through a Viewmaster at the Gene
Siskel Film Center, 164 N. State St
Tickets are $ 7 for students, and general
admission is $9.

FRIDAY
The first day of the 2007 Chicago
International pocumentary Film Festival
begins at the Pritzker Auditorium located
in the Harold Washinglon Ubrary, 400 S.
State St The festival runs until April 8
throughout many Chicago theaters.
Individual student tickets are $7 and $9
for everyone else.

SATURDAY
A DIY circuit.lJending workshop for people
that want to make electronic music
through modifying toys with circuits is at
The Old Town School of Folk Music. 4544
N. Uncoln Ave., from 1 p.m. to 4:50 p.rn.
The price is $40. and you need to bring an
electronic toy and batteries. For more
information, visit oldtownschool.org.

SUNDAY

Andrew Nelles/ The Chronicle
The amount of renewal and growth in the downtow n area is astonishing; it is hard to wa lk more than a few blocks without
seeing a major construction project of some sort . In this photo a construction worker assists the movement of a large metal
beam near Dearborn and Randolph streets.

Enjoy the end of the week by taking a nice
60-minute tour on the Shoreline
Sightseeing Architecture Cruise. The trip
starts at Illinois Street and Streeter Drive
and travels the Chicago River to give view·
ers more than 40 buildings to gawk at.
Tours start at 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m., 2:30
p.m. and 4 p.m. n ckets cost anywhere
from $13 to $26. For more information
call (312) 222·9328.
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Customizing the bur experience
System lets tavern-goers showcase personalized videos
By Allis on Riggio/Associate Editor
If reality tcJevi~ion shows like
"American Ido'" and "Dancing
with the Stars" prove anything. it's
an itch for 15 minutes of fame
thars taken mos t of the country by
stenn. And if Chicago bar~gocrs
are looking for a chance to scratch
that itch, Livebar.net might be just
what they're looking for.
TIlls new service allows registered users to upload video content
to the website and request to see it
at any of several participating bars.
Users can decide when and where
they want to see their favorite
homemade videos.

Livebar.nct is tIle newest insta llation to Tap.tv. a network service
that provides on-screen musi c.
sports and news conlent to bars
and other retailers, according to

Tim Dorgan, president and Chief
Operating Officer of Tap. tv.
"What we're trying to do- and
it's probably pretty obvious- is
take advantage of all the interest
in co nsumer·crea ted content ,"
Dorgan sa id.
While
websites
like
YouTube .com allow Internet
surfers to upload and watch
videos, viewing is limited to the
computer screen, Dorgan added.
"We wanted to take that and
allow people to show it in an out·
o f·homc environment where
maybe a bunch of their friend,)
cou ld sec it," Dorgan said .
Registration with Li vebar. net is
free and requires that users provide
an e·mail address and ce ll phone
number. Once registration is com·

TIm HunVThe Chronicle
A screen at Timothy O'Toole's, 622 N. Fairbanks Court, plays
Tap.tv for patrons. The bar expects livebar.net to arrive soon.

plele, members can upload their
personal videos to the website and
choose which bar they want to see
them played at. The company then
sends a code via text message to
the member's cell phone. When he
or she arrives at the bar, they can
"call up" their video by texting the
code back to the company. About
an hour later, their personal video
will play at the bar.
"We offer bar owners the chance
to olTer unique content , the ability
to advertise on their own screens
and, through our technology, be
able to control those very expen·
sive video screens that they have
in a way that they've never been
able to do before," Dorgan said.
Livebar.net first arrived in
Chicago during laIc February and
currently, users can only view their
videos at the three John
Barleycorn locations at 658 W.
Belden Avc .. 3524 N. C lark St. and
2 142 N. Clyhourn Ave . Other
Chicagoland subscribers to Tap.Iv
are awaiting ro ll out of the
Livehar.net channel.
Users have uploaded about 100
vidcos si ncc Livehar.net started
roughly a month ago, Dorgan said.
and Tap.tv is hopeful that in terest
will pick up in time.
Participat ion with the Tap .tv
program ha<; been a success at the
John Barleycorn location on
C lyboum Avenue; however, customers at the Clark Street bar in
Wrigleyville don't notice the sys·

tern as much,
according to
J.R. Cranston,
manager at the
Clark location.
"It's not a
big
draw,"
Cranston said.
"Some peop le
do take note o f
it, but don't
[participate]."
The clientele
in the Wrigleyville location tends
to be primarily sports fails, he said,
so patrons enjoy the extreme
sports clips that Tap.tv provides.
He added it's too early to tell
whether or not the customers at the
C lark Street Barleycorn wi ll par·
ticipate with Tap.Iv's Livebar.net.
If it does takes off, Dorgan
thinks it may be possible to start an
"underground . American Ido l' "
where har patrons could view
members' performances on the
Livebar.net screens and vote on
their favorites -just like on the
show- by sending in a tex t mes·
sage.
'" think the opportunity for amateur musicians and amateur stand·
up comics to get their stuff on a
scrcen is almost too much to
resist," Dorgan said .
Tap.tv runs a'i a split·screen so
bars can use the other half for in·
house adc; and Tap.Iv can generate
third-party ad revenue as well.
Timothy O·Toole·s. 622 N.

Klml Badger/The Chronicle

Fairbanks Court, has had the
Tap.tv service since the end of
2006. They expect the Livebar.net
feature soon, according to the
pub's marketing manager, Alexis
SpetJy.
"We really wanted a way to
advertise-.--and not just advertise-(but] inform our customers
about what was going on and what
we had to offer," Spetiy said, "[We
wanted to] get away from all the
poster.; and all that kind of stuff
that I think just really doesn't fit
the atmosphere."
O'Toole 's expects the new channel will do wen on its Tap ..Iv line·
up-which Spetiy said has gotten
a good response from customers
so far.
"I think that the more places that
carry it the more it will take off,"
Spetly said, "because then you
know no matter where you go that
you can see your videos."

ariggio@chroniclemail.com

ot Eggs?
. .... The Center for EGG Options. LLC
Our egg don or program is completely anonymous and is
owned a nd operat ed by ou r p rofe ssion al and caring
nursing sta ff.
We are in need of healt hy, no n-smoking fem a les
betwee n the ages of 21-30 years old.
local physicians availabl e
Matches made quickly

24/ 7 donor support
Driving expenses reimbursed

8 4 7.65 6.8 7 3 3 or 77 3 .4 90 .EGGS
www.egg411 .com
info@egg411 .com
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Friday, April 13

The DIY Panel
6 PM in 623 S. Wa ba sh , 1st Floor Hokin Hall
Joi n us for a panel di scussion focusi ng on strategies for successfu l
ca reers wit h Adam Bro oks and Mathew Wi lson of t he I nd ustry of t he
Ord ina ry, Two Girls Wor king (coll abora tive duo fro m NY), an d
'm oderator Mel issa Potter, Ca reer Development Associate, Coll ege Art
Association
FREE adm issio n. No registration necessary.

Saturday, April 14
62 3 S . Wabash , 2nd Floor
12PM

Opening Session: Preparing "Creatives"
for Entrepreneurial Ventures

- J~seph R;b~~s~ Col ~m bia- colleg~ -Cii i ~ a-g~ -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Genevieve Thlers, OperaM od a and Sitte rci ty, I nc

1PM - SPM

!h..f! _l!!X _V'!..o..,,-~~'!!'.!?~ __________________ _______ __
Learn the Ins-and-outs of deve loping a susta inable art pra ctice du rin g a day of

workshops:

Developing a Digital Portfolio Dirk Ma tthew s, Portfoli o Ce nter
Grant Writing Melissa Potter, Coll ege Art Association

Creating a Business Plan

,,

,

,

I

Financial Planning Michele Conti, Ch icag o Arti sts' Coalition

Space is limited to 100 participants. To register, log-on to
ww w.caconline.org before April 11.

,,

,,
WWW . COLUM . EDU / PORTFOLIO
Sponsored by:Chicago Artists'Coalition,CoIlege Art Association and
Columbia College Chicago's Art & DeSign Department, Ecenter AEMMO and Portfolio Center

Graduati

i.

t

Do you already have a web portfolio?If so, please email your website to us
(dmatthews@colum.edu), sowecan include it in our collection of portfolios. Not
only might you end up getting acall fromapotential employer, but you'll be
helping those who haven't yet completed their portfolios by giving them an.
excellent example of how it's dOne.
If you DO NOT have aweb portfolio, and you areabout to graduate or have
graduated within the past six months, then letushelp you create one! You can
register for portfolio production by going onlineto: .
httpjlwww.colum.edu/portfolio and clicking on'Portfolio Center Registration.'

POFHFoUe E N T E R .

Chris Smith , Chicago Art ists' Coa lition

Cost s :
CAC m embe rs: $40
Columbia College students : $10
Other students: $20
Non CAC members : $60

students &recent alumni:

AM I
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The ice Queen
comes c eon
Amy Poehler adds a comedic twist to ice skating
By Chrissy Mahlmeister/A&E Editor
"Saturday Night Live" star Amy
Poehler jumps into the rink for her
newest film, Blades oIG/my, as an

ice champion named Fairchild.
who Poehler described as " the
kind of evi l girl who would sit on
top of a cake," Poehler and Will
Arnett- not only an on-screen
couple on the ice, but a real-life

one as well- are jealous of Will
Ferrell and Jon Heder's popularity
as an unlikely male duo and will
do anything to bring them down.
Amy Poehler spared a moment
from her home in Los Angeles to
discuss how much she misses her
improv days in Chicago and the
enonnous amount of fun she had
on the set of Blades of Glory,
which glides into theaters on
March 30.

The Chronicle: Did you have
any control over the costumes in
the movie? Looking at the movie
stills, they are pretty outrageous.
Amy Poehler: Julie Weiss was
the costume designer and we had
tons and tons of fittings. We would

just go crazy and then we would
watch the actual Olympics and
then say, "No, we need to go crazier! We need to go bigger!"
There were amazing and
uncomfortable costumes that lit up
like a Christmas tree. There was
this disgusting costume where
Will [Arnett] and I are skating to
our version of a hip-hop song and
we have thug outfits that are just
not right. They're a little outdated.
We had 5O~e 'super cool costumes. We had realIy long fittings
to make sure we could actual1y
skate in -them: I dido't get to keep
any, but I wanted to, though. I'm
hoping one day they'll hang in the .
comedy Smithsonian.
I think they're going to stall
sweeping the campus. They're
very, very tight Iycra and lots of
jewels and feathers and stuff. I
think my favorite part about the
outfit was the Converse skates,
Will had Timberlands. Those are
for all the inner-city kids that are
out there.
-

It musl have been fun working
wilh this hilarious cast. What
was it like on the set?
Amy Poehler is ail smiles for. her new film 'Blades of Glory.'
We had to rehearse a lor. We had
to practice a lot [of] ice skating They involve building ,robots and .. my cool gay mends, and they
together, A lot of times we would building a' rocket ship in 'my base- turned me around. They gave me.a
makeover. I think for the most part
be·out on the ice rehearsing, and as meni. As you college kiW! kno\\"
you know, Will Ferrell is a moun- there's too muclr~oing on ' in this I'm the same as I was in high
tain of a man as it is and on ice world, l(s a crazy world. We're at school and college. Maybe my
skates, he's officially 10 feet tall. a boiling point right new. They're- . eyebrows are a little thinner,
So there would be a lot of trash- .reallY big . goals. _. I'm really
talking on the ice about us taking . screwed: I'm not going to 'be able Wbat's your favorite memory
each other out and ending each to do
of i~ but I'll' gO.ing to try from Chicago?
others' careers. That was really my best I watched The Secret, and
Oh, Chicago! I miss Chicago so
fun.
much! Potbelly sandwiches! I was
it to1d'me <!la! it could happen.
,~ .... >
"·r··
. So broke when I lived in Chicago.
What was your strategy for tak- ~~~lChoolor~Uege,didyOU I started at ImprovOlympic; [now
ing down WiD?
ever: go .thtOugli .., awkward :.,called the iO Theater], and Second
...:..;~ i -.
,- City. I don't know ifI can pick just
What I lack inside I make up for phase?
with a fresh mouth. I'd yell my
.~till in,:~ Do you see how . one. I have so many. Maybe
stuff and then I'd skate away. I'd short I am? In high school and col- rolling pennies because I was so
go hide under a chair where no one lege :l was a real loud mouth, I broke and then riding my bike to
could find me.
gotta sa{ I grew up in the '80s in free improv shows. I have very
Massachusetts, which means big nostalgic days about Chicago.
What are your ultimate goals in hair and not-50-fantastic fashion.
life?
[There was j - a lot _of Bon Jovi .
They involve world peace, stop- influence, sofhad to fight
. cmahlmeister@chroniclemail.com
ping global warming and making that. Then , when I gotto
sure ~e all just start getting
started

any
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COLUMBIA COl l EGE CHICAGO'S FILM & V I DEO DEPARTMENT PRESEN TS
TAKE 1 FILM FESTIVAL
A JURI ED FESTIVAL FEATURING THE BEST OF PRODUCTION I AND PRODUCTION II STUDENT FILMS
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men are

ics group in Chicago, which is one of the
few groups that have formed throughout the
Midwest . Unified by an inter est in mechanics, engineering and programming, they are
finall y packing up their soldering irons
and mov ing t heir machine building from the
basement to libraries and museums across
Illinois wher e they can not only share
i deas and tips, but laughs and entertainment a s well.
11;n:mp

Tab l et op competitions are just one of
the bul l et poi nts on the Ch i bots monthly
agenda . The group caters to those who
ha ve a strong i nteres t in robots,
regardles s of t he ir background in elec tronics. Whi le the Chi Bots are about
buil ding very basic robot s , the gro up
can be t he stepp i ng stone to more
ad vanc ed bu i ld i ng and programming .
Royce Pipki ns, t he pr esident of
ChiBots, s a id there are t hree ma jor di sc iplines associated with bui ld i ng robots:
mechanical engineeri ng, electrical engi neering and computer science-Out being a
genius in all three is nearly impossible.
nNo one is ever good at all of them,"
Pipkins sai d. nIt helps to have some skill
in at least one of them, but the best
thing you can do is find an actual cl ub
that meets and talk to them about it."
ChiBots has grown dramatically in size
si nce it first began in 2001 with six
member s · Now it has around 3S to 40 people per meeting, according to the
Chi80t s s ~ c re t ary Tom Gralewicz. Most of
the me mber s ar e boys and their fathers
or r e tir ed engineers and programmers ·
"Robo ti cs can replace the model railr oad f a th er- child hobby ~ " s aid Cliff
Boe r ema , 8 ChlBot s member wh o s pec ial izQ5 i n bu t lding c ircuits· "Soma robot s
are ver y a cces~i blg , but you can gat
prett.y s oph l:; t icl1 t. Qd."
[;Qve l opmrm t i n thQ world of roboti cs
ha j beC0 mQ mo rQ app8rant (rom robot vacuu m c I oanO r5 t o I (J wn mowers, s pork tng
qu lt~ 8n In t~ r g j t. 1n Cons umers ·
" PClb ot.j m'i r ro r' th Q omputQr in 0 lot
o r w9y ~," Pi pkins ~ ~Id . "1 think tn1 ti~ J J Y

thtl nH' " 55 1 ty luf robot s ) wun " t b

t otal ly apparent, but someone will begin
cept of robots helping humans is making
t o us e robots to increase their producbig strides in the science and medical
ti vity, l i ke i n car manufacturing plants,
world. Engineers are currently working
for example . They ar.e ultimately r·udimenon nano-sized robots that can be sent
tar y r obots that do well and do it the .
into the body to do cellular repair or
exact s ame wa y every time, but it
fi x arteries . The creators are teaching
increases their productivity and quality . " these nano robots to walk and swim.,
He s aid as people start to t ake adva~ Pipkins said .
t age of that, · t he competitive pres s ur~
wi ll s tart to take over and robots
reg;pW"',i , taM-. fm,
will become more necessar y.
While the importance of robots i n '
the future is still in ques tion, engi- People living outside of Chicago wi th a ~
neers and programmers are hard ~t work
strong interest in robots can still partrying to recreate a mechanical human
take in the mechanical adventures that
brain. According to Pipkins, it's been
ChiBots offers. In the town of Peoria,
possible to make a computer's matheIll., which has a population of a little
matical power equal to that of a cock- Mora than 100,000, a small group of about
roach for about a decade or two, but
eight people meet monthly to show off
it still seems imp~ssible to Make an
their newly-built or purchased toy robots.
actual co.puterized cockroach.
They are called the Central Illinois
There's a big difference between the
Robotics Club and only one of their me.hardware installed in a robot and the
bers Makes a living fro m building the
algorith.s that run inside of it. Robots
robots. The rest just do it for fun.
can see with perfect clarity, but they
Ult~s hobby robotics," said Bruce
can ' t perceive. To theM, it's just an
Stott~ president of the Central Illinois
array of pixels~ Pipkins said .
Robotics Club. "The club is lIIade up of
',"Sometimes it~s hard for folks to
pgiople _who enjoy buLlding robot"s tbut
understand because [the ability to per!light not necessarily hav& enough tille."
ceive is] born into them," Pipkins said.
He said the type of people who build
UThey don't realize the actual processrobots for a hobby usually enjoy working
ing that is going on. The · photons hitwith their hands, messing around with
ting your retina is just the beginning
mechanical and electronic equipMent and
of the process . The brain does a massive progra • • ing computers. Stott said the
amount of analys is on the information
ideal builder would be good at all of
comi ng i nto your eyeball s . That analysis
those things, but someone could learn
is extremely hard to emulate, but we~re
even if they're not good at any of thea .
gett i ng better . "
On March 10, the Central Illinois Bot
While the idea of r obots impers onating
Brawl 2007 too k place in Peoria. It was
human s pos es quite a challenge, ~he con-
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open to anyone who wanted to enter their
robot in one of the competitions, which
included radio controlled combat,
autonomous sumo, line following and line

maze· People traveled from Racine, Wis.,
fort Wayne, Ind ., Purdue University and
St. Louis to put their bots to the test·
Stott said only three of the (IRe members entered the competition.
Ult's frustrating because Pm one of
the people that didn't do it," he said. ~
The autonomous sumo is one of the competitions Stott enjoyed watching and
,wished he would have had the chance to

participate in.
The way the sumo competition works is
this: Two robots are put in a ring one
inch above ground level with white tape
that borders the circle . The object of
the game is for one of the robots to
push the other one out of the ring_
Stott said the robots are set down in
the ring and once the referee says "go,"
a button is pressed and the owners get
out of the way· The robots are pro-

grammed to sen~e brightness, darkness
and touch in order to sense where the
boundaries and other robots are·
The sumo competition was divided up by
weight class, similar to how real
wrestling is divided . There is a Lego
class for robots built with parts from the
Lego toy company, the 500 gram class for
robots weighing just more than a pound and
the 3 kilogram class for robots weighing
about 6.b pounds.
"People have different strategies,"
Stott said. "One person in the Lego
class had it set up to just shoot
straigh~ forward as fast as it could to
just ram the other [robot] out."
He said the other robots in the competition ~ouldn't figure out a strategy to
back away quick enough from the super fast
robot, which ended up winning the di vision
because it was shooting across the ring in
less than a tenth of a second.
Stott said he got into the club by
attending one of the competitions three
years ago.
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"I thought this would be something
fun for me and my son to get
involved together," he said. "He was
little bit too young, but now that
he's [9 years old] he does OK with
it and can do OK programming."
Children's interest in robotics is a
big part of the resurgence of the hobby,
Stott said. This is why the eIRe also cosponsors the fIRST (for Inspiration and
Recognition of Science and Technology)
robotics competition every October for
kids from fourth to eighth grade.
Stott works full time as a research
engineer at Caterpillar, a construction,
mining and industrial equipment manufacturer· He said his mechanical work there is
on a much bigger and more compli~ated scale
than what building hobby robots entails.
Due to his strenuous job, he prefers
to stay on the hobby side of robot
building. This is why when he hears
about people building robot parts to
become part of-or go inside of-humans,
it kind of scares him, he said.
HI could see it being very good, but I
co uld see it being kind of misused,
too," Stott said. "I like the idea of it
becoming an extension of a person as
long as it's not automatic and the person is sti ll in control· You don't want
the arm smacking you in the hea d·"
But when he thought about it, he sa id
hobb y robots cou l d be used as mil itary
intel l igence wi th a littl e tweaking.
"Peopl-e are working on l ittle cockroach, bird or butte rfly - lookin g
t hings," Stott sa id. "Fr om 100 fee t
away, you wouldn't reali ze it was s omet~ing flying around, taking pictures."
While the possibilities of robot s are
endless, so are the creations and innovative ideas which stem from the members
themselves.
Both clubs are open for anyone to join.
On Nay 12, ChiBots is hosting a competi tion similar to the (IRe competition.
Anyone interested can head to the Nuseum
of Science and Industry, located at the
intersection of 57th Street and Lake
Shore Drive. For more information, visit
chibots.org or http: //circ.mtc o. com .
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The wrile stu
Author Ben Tanzer independently releases 'Lucky Man'
By Becky Schlikerman/ Staff Writer
Finding a balance between a 910- 5 job and an artistic endeavor
may oe hard. but Ben Tanzer
proves it can be done.
Tanzer, a 38-year-old soc ial
worker. husband and fath er. can
now add novelist to that li st. He
has released h is first novel, Lucky
Mall. and held hi s first reading ~t
Quimby's Bookstore, 1854 W.
North Ave .. on March 7.
The reading at Quimby's. an
independent bookstore known for
the unusual pub lications it carries. was the first for the book.
TIle novel tracks the story of
four fr iends through the end of
high school, into college and for
a few years after. The book is
divided into four parts and each
one of the characters is focused
upon in a sectio n. The characters
confront issues of abandonment
while dealing wi th other problems like rage, substance abuse
and sex uality.
"My inspiration was an inte rest
in trying to track the li ves o f people w ho are friends of a certain
age w ho spend so much time
together that in many ways their
lives start to merge together:'
Tanzer said.
Although Lucky Man is hig hl y
fictionalized, Tanzer borrows
from his own experiences to
breathe life into h is characters.

rr
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An examp le ca n be found in
Louie, a character w hose father
suffers from se izures. Tanzer's
fathe r also has a seizure di sorder.
"[The experiences] are very
lifted but not in the same way
J've lived them," Tanzer sa id.
Tanzer wrote Lucky Man in
three months. He would write
early in the morning or late at
night after his famil y was asleep
or on h is lunch break at work.
According to Tanzer, the director of c hapte r se rvi ces fo r
Prevent Chi ld Abuse America,
writing whi le havi ng a fu ll time
job and a family is a difficult jugg ling act.
" I ' m trying to do all three as
well as possible," Tanzer sa id.
"My goa l is to write a minimum .
of 30' minutes every day."
But since his writing career
only started eight years ago. he
knows noth ing d ifferent. .
" This is the on ly way I know
how to do it," Tanzer said.
He started writi ng Lucky Man
after seeing Don De G razia. a
faculty member in the Fiction
Writing Department at Columbia,
read from American Ski,, : A
No~el fi ve years ago.
"(American Skin] convin ced
me that I cou ld write a book."
Tanzer sa id. "It sou nd ed lik e a
book I could write."

In addition to sho rt storfes and
novels. Ta nze r has been published in magazines li ke Punk
Pla net, Ch icago Parent and
Opium Magazine, among others.
Tanzer also wri tes a blog where
he mostly records · observations
and tracks the progress of hi s new
nove l.
The nove l passed through the
hands of two publishers, one of
which "flaked out" w hile the
other closed because of a lack of
fund ing fo r independent books.
O regon-based Manx Med ia eventua ll y published the novel.
"If you're a fantastic wri ter and
you keep at it, things will break
for you," Tanzer said.
But be ing publi shed isn' t the
most important thing.
Steve Lafler, owner of Manx
Media, a lso read from his new
graphic novel 40 Hour Man, at
Quimbly's March 7. Lafler said
creating art doesn ' t have to be
based on financia l gains.
People like Tanzer tack le the
art first and then worry about the
commercial and business aspect,
La fl er said.
"[There is a] love of the craft,"
Lafler sa id. " If yo u want to make
art, make art."
Tanzer recomme nds that stude nts interes ted in writing be
dedicated to their work. In addi-

Andrew Nelies/The Chronicle
Ben Tanzer smiles outside of his office at 500 N. Michigan Ave. He
recently released his first book, 'Lucky Man.'
tion, he suggests keeping a li st of
ongo ing ideas.
Aaron Skog. a 37-year-o ld Oak
Park librarian, said he plans 'on
reading the book after attending
the readi ng. He said the novel
focuses on li fe experiences,
which are usual themes of fi rst
novels, and the wri ting seems
refreshing and sl{aightforward.
Tanzer is current ly working on
another novel. and said he woul d

i,O/{;nU, I(Jr (J)fll pldInP, this important survey.

love to teach at Columbia like a
few of hi s inspirations, Joe Meno
and De Grazia.
" There's something going at
Colum bia that is aweso me,"
Tanzer said.

Tanzer s blog "This Blog Will
Change Your Life ,. can be found
at bentanzer.blogspot.com.
chronicle@colum.edu

'GUt' odrUr- in cliche

It 's completely to the credit of
Breslin that she somehow pulls it
off- never turning to the cheap
"cutes," and sporting comic timing
she must have sharpened from her
previous cinematic outing. Bresli n
is the real thing, though the film
By Matt Fagerholm/Assistant A&E Editor
she 's in isn't.
Shot with zero cinematic sty le,
The entrance o f Jason Stevens to trust fund baby impatient to
his grandfather 's funeral couldn't receive the inheritance from his the film has all the quality of a secbe more obnoxious: he drives a dead grandpa. However, grandpa's ond-rate TV movie. Gift also has a
loud car, smokes a joint, and when recording infonns Jason that he fl aw shared by nearly every Fox
told by his mother that he's late, must first go on a journey of se lf- Faith film: it 's simply too heavy
discovery to earn it. Jason wi ll and adult-oriented fo r most kids,
states, "Late for what?"
Looks like someone's past due receive a series of life-affimlin g while anyon e over the age of 12
for repentan ce!· Good thing his ' gifts' along the way, until he final- would be in sulted by its shame less
deceased grandpa- played by ly rece ives- you guessed it- ' the emotional manipulat ion.
Based on Jim Stova ll's book of
James Gamer, in reported ly his ultimate girt,' which will teach him
final role-taped hours of footage what's most important in life: the same name. the film bears a
of himself preaching to Jason the money or happiness. (fthis sounds startling resemblance to Pay it
rules of the good life, whi le like an instructional lecture, it pret- Forward. Both films aim to
'change the world ' by offering a
unleashing a diabolical plan for ty much is-more on that later.
What's worse is that Fuller, in a child as a martyr for humanity 'S
redemption more cunningly layfatally stiff perfonnance, never flaw s. Will Christ ian audiences be
ered than that of the Saw killer!
WelcOme to the latest film from seems to tran sfonn emotionally relieved to find that the PG-rated
Twentieth Centwy Fox's emerging throughout the course of the film . family film marketed to them condivision Fox Faith, which markets It also doesn't help that every sin- tains no swearing or sex, but is
religious-themed films to a pre- gle person in The Ultimate Gift is a almost entirely shrouded in death?
Meanwhi le, the plot is so relentdominantly Christian audience. broad caricature. For example, the
Their last release was . February's filmmakers demonstrate Jason 's lessly rushed that no character
little-seen embarrassment, The girlfriend is spoiled by having her motivations are remotely believLast Sin Eater, yet director weep uncontro llab ly when he able. In the film 's most outlandishly bizarre sequence, Jason trave ls
Michael O. Sajbel's The Ultimate can't pay a lousy bill.
Along the way, Jason catches to the kind of Ecuadorian town
Gift boasts the involvement of two
that cou ld only be filmed on locaOscar nom inees. They should have the eye of a pretty sing le moma fum d iscussion with their agents. Ali Hi lls-wi.th a daughter Emily, tion- in Charlone, N.C. For two
This deathly d<>-gooder film has played by Little Miss Sunshine's weeks, he 's held for ransom, and
bad laughs written all over it. The exceptional Abigail Breslin. She's on the day he 's scheduled to die he
story is so painfully pred ictable . faced here with a fatally stereotyp- makes a wildly improbable escape.
Next time we see him , he's
that all the plot mechanisms fuel- ical "tug-at-the-heartstrings" chi ld
ing tears and sp iritual uplift are role that combines three cata- clean-shaven and in America. This
stripped of any subtlety or sophis- clysmic archetypes: a wiser-than- jaw-dropping episode is never
ticat ion. After his ra in-soaked thou precocious smartass; a mentioned again--except when
funeral , Gamer's record ing yearns, matchmaker detennined to set up Jason explain s to a perturbed
" I guess my funeral was today. her mother with Jason ; and a Emi ly that he was " unavoidably
Gee, ·J hope it rained." Hmm ... so leukemia patient with not much detained." This line gets almost as
I guess there really is a God! longer to live. There 's even one big a groan as the fina l symbolic
Thanks, Fox Faith!
scene where she has to play all shot of Emi ly's " hovering presThe story concerns Jason, three shades of her character · ence," which fa ils to draw any real
played by Drew Fu ller, a spoiled simultaneously!
tears because of its inherent cl iche.

Fox Faith film delivers preachy cliches

Abigail Breslin shi nes through the dreary 'The Ultim ate Gift.'

Any time a dying kid says she
th inks heaven will be fu ll of butterflies, guess what's gonna be fl ying
on down into the audience's tear
duct during the last shot?
( have nothing against goodhearted fi lms- my favorite film of
all time is Frank Capra's It's a
Wonderful Life. I'm against film s
that insult my intelligence and
des ire to manipu late my emotions
to such a degree that they forget to
tell a be lievably moving story. The
Ultimate Gift is nothing more than
an excruciatingly earnest failure .
And if you fee l like you didn 't
get lectured enough on the film 's
mora l code, make sure to sit
through the end credits, where
scenes from the film are played

over aga in to illustrate the
deceased grandfather's g ifts. They
are each displayed, complete with
a verbal labe l and a helpful illustration for the illiterate, such as
"work," a picture of a hammer;
" laughter," a picture of a jester
hat- just in case you felt compelled to take notes afterward .

mfagerholm@chroniclemail. com

'The Ultimate Gift'
Directed by

~~ooo
Michael O. Sajbel

Crocking into the dongerous life
XBOX 360's 'Crackdown' offers coo/location and addictive action
By George P. Slefo/Assistant Campus News Editor
XBOX 36O's exclusive shooter
Crackdown may as we ll be called
"crack," because it 's that addictive.
It isn't a surprise that a game
developed by Real Time Worlds
aM led by David Jones, who gave
gamers Grand Theft Auto, brings
yet another version of the-f'go .I).ny- .,.
where you want and. do whatever .
youWith
want"
~llOd_
the s~~~r~~:i~'
narrator's
ing a lot like ibe:'oo~s
shows like " Forensic
" Unsolved Mysteries," it , j sn't~ a
surprise that the..s~rylipe carnes a~
patriotic theme ·~throughout the
game.
The game takes place in the fictional Pacific City, which is overrun by a collection of gangs who
have united to creare chaos and
crime. While citizens wa lk down
streets free ly, the gangs are doiog
everything they can to kill cops.
Cops are dying off so fast, Pacific
City has created a fortress called
the Hub--which is barely holding
off attacks from the gangs- and
creating genetically en g ineered
super cops, In many ways, the
game stole the plot from that crappy Stallone movie, Judge Dredd.
However, Crackdown is all
about game play and not story line.
h kicks off by wowing the player
right in the mix of a gang war. Kill
the bad guys and they release orbs,
which the player collects to level
up their character. The more orbs

players collect, the higher they can
jump and stronger ·they become,
Over time, a gamer can jump onto
tall buildings and pick up and
throw trucks, .Players shouldn 't be
surprised if they start the game by
ignoring the missions and just
driving around and collect ing orbs.
Considering the raw power of

the XBOX 360, the graph ics aren't
amazing and resemble a comicbook. The controls use the lock-on
system, a llowing players to target
enemies .from a distance with the
click of a button, wh ich makes
play ing the game easy for any
beginner to pick up and start a
ki lling spree.

Perhaps one of th e more innovative features comes when the
main character starts to kill gang
members; if a player starts shooting at th em, more gang members
show up. But don 't fear, working
as a cop comes with its perks.
A Im ost every shootout the player
gets into, police backup roll s

through to help out.
On the downside, there aren 't
cnough weapons or hiddcn cars to
collect. While the huge world is
awesome, the designers shou ld
have put more things in the game
that g ive players a rea so n to

"fplore.
The game isn't that long, either.
The campaig n mode only takes
about ten hours to comp lete.
Gamers can so lve thi s problem
by playing online or workin g
togeth er like Tango and Cash and
beat the game using the cooop
mode. GaOlers can also partake in
various time tri a ls th at have
gamers rac ing cars or seei ng who
can kill the most gang members.
While thi s isn't the next Grand
Theft A lito, it's deli nitcly an awesome game that's tryi ng to expand
on prev ious games like Sain/~·
Row, Super Mario 6-1, and yes,
Grand Theft A 11/0. The game isn't
worth owning becau se it's vCI)
short, so rent thi s puppy and nip it
over the weekend .

xs1efu a clirol1il.:I£'lIJwl COlli

'Crackdown'
XBOX 360 by Real Time
Worlds/ Microsoft
AP
XBOX 360's 'Crackdown' offers plenty of ca r chases, explosions and ci ties to explore.
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LeI's 011 gO-gO bock in lime
Old Town School of Folk Music workshop caters to 7960s-era dancing
By Annie Slezlckey/ Staff Writer
19605 music, bri ghtl y colored
knee-high boots a nd mini skirts a ll
come (0 mind when the term go-go
danc ing is used. But go-go dancers
today would disagree.

Because of recent workshops,
go-go dancing is evolving since its
inception in the early 1960's.

On March 10. the Old Town
School of Folk Music. 4544 N.
Lincoln Ave .. held a go-go dancing
workshop lhal was open to the
public with a $25 admiss ion fce.
111is workshop was the third one
held a l lhc OTSFM and was hosted by The Janes. Chicago's go-go
dancer troupe .
Tina Stasny. the instructor o f the
workshop. is the founde r and choreographer or The Janes.

"A lot of peop le ha ve th e
wrong impress ion: ' said Krista
Ortgiesen. lead go-goi!'1 o f T he
Janes.
"Go-go danc ing is goofy. si ll y.
and fu n to do. It's not dancers rip.
ping o ff the ir clothes."
O rtgiesen helped Stasny start
The Janes almost two years ago.
Stasny decided to organize the
group after perfonning da nces at
pa nics and bars with other wome n.
" I jus t th o ught , 'W hy no t? We
da nc e for fun a nyway." Stasny
said.
Accordin g to Stas ny and
Ortgiesen , go-go danc ing has
come a long way from where it
started. Stasny said go-go dancing

started during the 1960s when
band owners wanted to see young,
attractive girls on stage behind the
ba nds, danc ing to music. She said
the motions the dancers used were
subtle, like simple ann movemenlS
up and down, and body twislS.
Today. Stasny said, go-go dancing
is a lot different.
"One thing that has c hanged is
women are fully clothed whi le
danc ing," Stasny said.
Anothe r change is that modem
go-go dancers, suc h as The Janes,
no longer dance a longside li ve
bands. The Janes perfonn at different event.. such as gallery openings, part ies, park festi vals and a t
bars. She also said that instead o f
dancers repeating the same, s imple
movements, go-go dancers today
perfonn c horeographed dances.
"We pull different dance moves
togethe r a nd it's choreographed ,
unlike the tradit iona l style whic h IS
a lot of improv," O rtglescn sa Id .
She sa id the mam nllmetion of
go-go danc ing is the ability 10
exercise wh ile havi ng fun. She
said the a ppea l cxplams why
wome n who ta ke classes a nd
attend the work sho ps range qUite a
bit in age. Arlene Martm. 59. said
she and her friend attended the
workshop to ex peri ence go -go
dancing first hand.
" I figured I'll get a lot o f laughs
and if I can get a work out, too--even better!" Martin sa id .

Shannon Lengerich, an instruc·
tor in the dance therapy depart.
ment at Columbia, also a ttended
the workshop to learn about go-go
dancing. Lengerich. 30. sa id she
got a 10 1 out o f the works ho p,
which lasted two ho urs.
O rtgiese n said in a dditio n to
wo rksho p s, The J anes also ho ld

classes three nights a week at
the Flame nco Art Center, 3755
N. Western Ave ., whic h are open
to the publi c. Ortgiesen said
those who attend the classes see
go·go dancing as a chance to let
loose and ha ve fun during the
workweek .
" The main thing is our lack of

seriousness and complete in tent of
j ust having fun," Ongiesen said.

For more information, visit
The Janes website listed below:
smJleanddance.com
.
chronicle@colum.edu

Rechael Slrecher/The Chronicle
Krista Ortgiesen poses in her go-go dancing attire at Old Town School of Folk Music, 4544 N. Uncoln
Ave ., on Marc h 15.

Monly huggin'
Guys warm up to embraces in various
macho forms
By Cynth ia Hubert

W

ill Smi th and Forest
Whitaker did it on the red
carpet at the SAG Awards
in January. The men o f TV 's
"Entourage" embrace it. The
Soprano boys take it in stride.
We're talking about the I'fIan
hug. Dudes hugging dudes-in
public and with enthusiasm.
It's happening more and more,
and not only among celebrity guys.
"As American men, we used to
have one option for greeting one
another. the nandshake," said psychotherapist and pop culture commentator Joshua Estrin. "Not anymore. I travel a lot, and I'm seeing
it all over the country. You can
walk into a Cheesecake Factory in
the Midwest and see guys with
their girlfriends greeting other
guys with hugs. It 's interesting and
rather uplifting."
Hip-hop artists are widely credited with introducing the popular
"pound hug" or "pound shake" as
a greeting between men. It consists
of a combination of a handshake
and a stiff one-anned hug, and
includes two slaps on the back.
" Depending on the circum·
stances, it can also include a loud
exclamation, a general grunting
noise to assert your masculinity,"
said Patrick Carone, entertairunent
director for Stuff magazine, a publication geared mosliy to men.
That 's just one of the ways that

American man hugs are different
from hugs between men and
women, and even embraces among
females, he notes. The accepted
protocol? Man hugs are brief,
involve minimal body contact and
may include a back slap, a guttural
noise, or both.
" We're still men, after all," jokes
Carone. "It's OK to show that we
like each other, but we still have to
act tough."
Nancy O'Reilly, a ~lini ca l psy·
chologist who practices in
Missouri, believes in hugs.
"Studies tell us that hugging and
physical intimacy can be extreme·
'Iy powerful to the psyche,"
O'Reilly said. "Of course, it can
also be scary."
Affectionate behavior "simply
isn't a part of the masculine gender
role," said Kory Floyd, an associ·
ate professor of communication at
Arizona State University who has
studied the man hug phenomenon.
Floyd has documented the types
and lengths of hugs between men
and found that they rarely involve
full body contact or last more than
a second.
"They often begin with a hand·
shake that continues through the
hug, so they have their hands as a
barrier between them," F loyd
notes. Men watching other men
hug each other tend to become
uncomfortable
whe n
th e

Jermaine
Dye
and Scott
Podsednik celebrate after a
home run in May 2006.
embraces last more than a couple
of seconds, he said.
"Research shows that when pea-pie see two women hugging in
public, they don't think twice
about it," he said. "Seeing two men'
hugging is more unexpected, so it
causes people to quest ion why
they' re embracing. Specifically,
whether the male huggers are more
than just friends."
O'Reilly said many heterosexual men are afraid to appear gay. He
also believes men are worried if
they have .feelings like they want
to hug another man, then that
might mean they are homosexual.
But those thoughts go out the
window when men celebrate
sports accomplishments, say

O'Reilly and otller1i.
Football games offer good
opportunities for men to show
unabashed affection toward one
another, said Cecil Taylo r of
Sacramento, Calif., who hunts and
fis hes and makes his li ving
installing sprinklers.

MCT
University of North Carolina's Sean May (left) embraces Marvin
Williams after their victory in the NCAA regional finals in March

2005.

.

" I think it 's O K to hug you r
buddies for a ce lebratio n, like
when we're watching a game
and our team wins," he sa id.
The Internet and the globa l
economy have given American
men a better window on cultural
practices in places where platonic
hugs and kisses between males
are no b ig deal , Estrin notes.
The terrorist attacks of 200 I
gave men pennission to express
emotion , he says, and war and
general chaos around the world
have made everyone fee l more
vulnerable.

For all of these reaso ns , " men
are much more wi llin g now to
connec t wi th one another in a
physical way," he sa id .
" It strikes me that we' re all
rethinking and redefining what it
means to be alive," Estrin sa id.
"So if I want to congratulate a
friend, I ' m not going to ask
myself whether I should give him
a great big man hug. I' m just
gonna do it. "

Help create a family.
Leave early. Leave late. Alternate.

Chicago's first and most highly respected
program is looking for the following:

The Three-Track phase of CTA's $530 million Brown Line
Capa city Expansion project is 'tentatively scheduled to
begin in April. For a more modern and efficient CTA, Belmont
and FUllerton stations are being upgraded with elevators and
more spacious platforms . So, if you ride the Brown Line,
north branch of the Red Line or Purple Line Express,
here are a few things you need to know:

ECiGDONORS

$7,000 compensation to hea~hy women between the ages
of 20-29 to be anonymous egg donors. Donors will be
evaluated, take medication and undergo a minor surgL
procedure. Serious inquiries only.

GESTATIONAl. SURROGAltS
Minimum compensation $20,000. He.althywomen between the

ages of 21-35 who ha\le given birth to at least one child.
• We will continue to run trains and
the Fullerton and Belmont Stations
will remain open during construction .
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• While we work to serve you better,
longer wait times and more crowded
trains may be unavoida ble during
peak travel times. We ask lor your
patience.
• We recommend that you consult
the eTA Bus & Aail Map to identlly
wh ich bus routes coutd serve as
viable alternatives. The CTA has
an extensive bus network that
complements rail service. There are
more than 40 bus routes in the area ,
including nine lakelronl express
routes that provide direct service to
and from the Loop .

. • We suggest allowing extra travel time
and endourage you to leave earlier
or later during peak travel times,
especially during the p.m. rush.
• Call the ATA's Travellnlormation
Center (836-7000 from any local
area code) or visit
www.transitchicago.com and click on
the ATA Trip Planner lor assistance
in planning an alternate travel
itinerary.

• Visit www.transitchicago.com
or www.ctabrownline.com lor
more information .

•

•

os lono Ion
'Project Runway' inspires students to see if they have
what it takes to be in the fashion industry
By Nerissa Paclc

From the "Project Runway"
phenomenon to Hollywood's
designer craze, Americans are
obsessed with fashion. And one
way it 's showing is in the growing
number "of wannabe designers
from coast to coast.
"There's been a major boom in
fashion education for at least five
years," said Tim MarshaIJ, dean of
Parsons the New School for
Design in New York City.
"Fashion has gonen big, big, big."
Blame the enthusiasm fo r all
things stylish on pop culture's
excessive fascination with fashion.
Twice
Emmy- nom inated
"Proj ec t Runway," hosted by
supermodel Heidi K lum. and
"America's Top Model ," hosted by
Tyra Banks. are both reality TV
hits. Many pop SlarS and B-listers
are launching signarure clot!ling
lines. Major cities from San
Francisco to Miami claim their
own fashion weeks. And, fashion
and entertainment media have
boosted stylists and high fashion
designers to rock-star status.
Fashion is everywhere- and its
accessibiliry is caus ing an alreadycompetitive industry to burst at the
seams with a crop of interested

new talent.
Many are seeking professional
training in fashion programs
across the country, where enrollment continues to soar. Parsons,
often regarded as the "Harvard of
fashion colleges," has seen its
undergraduate student
body
triple-from 83 to 240 students
since 200 1, Marshall said. The
school in Manhattan is famous for
graduating such illustrious alums
as Marc Jacobs, Tom Ford, Isaac
Mizrahi and James Mischka.
Together, the undergraduate and
graduate fashion programs at the
Academy of Art in San Francisco
have also tripled from 400 to 1,200
students in five years, said Ian
Mackintosh, spokesman fo r the
academy's school of fashion.
He said Academy graduates
often are hired by established
labels, including Nike, Gap, Louis
Vuinon and SurberT)'. For the second year in a row, 14 of Ihe
school's master's graduates were
the only students to show their
debul collections at Olympus
Fashion Week in New York.
Glitz and glam. beautiful mode ls
and trendy clothes are the obvious
draw. But is merely an interest in

fashion enough 10 make it as the
next Marc Jacobs?
" People might see TV shows or
runway shows on the Internet and
think 'Wow! How glamorous! ',"
sa id Barbara Beccio, an instructor
and fonner academ ic director of
fashion at the Art Institute of
California-San Francisco. " But
then they actually get here and
realize, ' Oh, my God, I have to
learn how to sketch, make a patTi m Gunn of 'Project Ru nway' .mentors contestants througho u~
tern, do this construction and
each season. The show's success has spawned interest in the fashsew?' It 's a lot more hard work ion design industry.
making a gannent than they
thought."
suming thesis project fo~ which ya'ro--a casual women's wear
A typical fashion design CwTIC U- they create from scratch a six- to label-with a business partner. and
lum might include lecture courses 12-piece themed collection that is college friend.
on the history of fashion, color the- shown on the runway at a graduate
"Lots of kids think it's easy. but
ory, art history, trend forecasting . fashion show.
it's round-the-clock work," said
and manufacturing. There are also
Yana Galbshtein's undergradu- Galbshtein, who tranSferred to the
hands-on courses in illustration, ate thesis collection of tailored, academy after attending West
fabric draping and sewing.
edgy women 's wear won her the Valley College for two years. " In
prestigious
Wilkes art school, we're sleeping under
Those who pursue careers out- school's
side design can work as stylists, . Bashford internship.
the tables and passing out on
personal shoppers, marketers or
Ga lbshtcin is leaving for a three- couches hoping we don't sew
merchandisers, which translates month apprenticeship-plane tick- seams over our fmgers in the midinto jobs as store buyers. man- et, room and board paid---cutting dle of the night ... But now I feel
agers, planners or product deve l- and sewing in Naples, Italy, foi like I' m ready for the real world. I
Kiton, a couture menswear and can make anything."
opers.
Once they've nailed the basics, women's wear tailoring house.
After her internship, she plans to
seniors must also pass the final
MeT
test: the often-d·\Unting. all-con- move to New York and launch

CHICAGO
TATTOOING
COMPANY
TattOOing
& Body Piercing
1OOO's of designs
Bring in thi s ad and your
college I.D . and receive
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Monday, March 12 - beginning at 8 a,m,
Tuesday, March 13 - beginning at 8 a,m.
Tuesday, March 13 - beginning at 1 p,m,
Wednesday, March 14 - beginning at 8 a.m.
Thursday, March 15 - beginning at 8 a,m,

Continuing degree-seeking
undergrad registration begins
Open Registration (all students including
degree-seeking &students at large) begins

Monday, April 2
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Reviews

By David Mitchell

Since the album's cover,
which sports garter-aod-stockiogs-c1ad women drinking,
smoking and listening to
.vinyl, caught my eye, I decided to give the Fratcllis'
Costello a spin ... Poppy Brit
rock with songs that average
three minutes, the album has
more hits than clunkers.
"Vince the Lovable Stoner" is
a particular standout. It's like
a Blur-Beatles hybrid.
- E.Kasang

I must admit I am a sucker for
British pop. When I first heard
the single, "New Shoes," I
instantly thought of James
Blunt or Coldplay. But I love
the way that Paolo sports the
sunshine-on-your-skin. happy
British pop that just makes
you smile. Not only is the single a song you will put on
repeat, but the entire album
will make your soul feel warm
for the spring.
- P. A/grim

Cloud At/as consists of six
stories spanning severa l
centuries ncstcd within cach,
other,
sort
of
like
Mat ryoshka dolls . In thc
end , they form a cohesive
whole . Mitchell does a rea lly nice job experimenting
with a different prose fonn ,
and it helps that the novel is
written beautifully.
- R. Strecher

Stories in this book about ahole encounters literally madc
me laugh out loud, they were
that rude. The author lets
readers know how to decipher
between a real a- hole and a
temporary one, and then how
to dcal with them. It's an
interesting read and provides
fairly decent insight. Good for
anyone that has a job.

· 1~jW~ ... ' Ci.,lI rr~,Wtt4~I"H

""J"5w ,"", I~ I'htrr./'Jr ! jJllfl

- T Breyne

I decided
every
Noel said the word "baby" ]
would · add another heart.
Unfortunately there isn't
room for 78 hearts on this
page. Noel is so smooth, it's
no wonder he 's singing
about babies' bottoms all
the time. -CO Mahlmeister
The River

Not only was this article
infonnative on the matter ' of
CTA cleanliness, but a quote
from one concerned citizen
made me grin from ear-to-ear. .
" ... There was one time I found
used underwear..... said CTA
rider Maria Wicks, concerning
trash left on buses and rail cars.
Yep. That about sums up the
'Gripes of filthy eTA eTA. - A. Riggio
buses, trains pile up'
Monita Thomas,

Sun-TImes

HalfNe/son
Directed by Ryan Reck

This overwritten, predictable
story somehow held my attention for nearly two hours.
Although I've seen some version ofrhis movie many times
before, it sure beat The
Notebook. Perhaps I was in
desperate need for entertainment, because however cliche
the hYJX>Critical, inspirational
teacher story was, I'd be lying
if I said I didn 't enjoy thi s one.
-S. Yaccino

The Prestige
Directed by Christopher
Nolan

Christina Bale's
Prestige palcs in comparison
to the stuff he was in beforeBatman Begins or American
Psycho. Bale throws down
with Hugh Jackman as two
magicians trying to find out
each other 's secrets. But much
like in a magician 's act, if anything goes wrong, it usually
means tragedy. This is a
tragedy to watch.
-C. Jakubowski

Rent this movie, just released
on DVD, if you want to see a
bunch of so-called New York
"hipsters" so confused about
their relationships that they
decide to partake in casual sex
and orgies with other random
urbanites. I was somewhat
disappointed with this artsy
movie that seemed to be tryShortbus DVD
ing to get multiple messages
Directed by John Cameron across without making any of
them clear in the end.
Mitchell
- K. Kalter

Jumpers

With the
weather we had two weeks
ago-predicting it's probably cold again as you're
reading this- an exciting
piece of clothing makes its
way back onto the streets:
jumpers. There's something
about these cute little frocks
that make me feel like I'm 8
years old again , rumed
sneks, Keds and ali.
- J. Golliort

March Madness

punctuated by a February
where the Bears lost the
Superbowl and sports life as
I know it ceased to exist,
March Madness is finally
here. This is what sports is all
about. Anybody has a shot
and this year's tournament
looks wide open .. I love this
time of year. - M. Rubio

Premium Blend

Inspector Owl

Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands
What do you get when you mix a drummer w ith a
punk background, a classical violini st from the C hicago
C ivic Orchestra , and various other mu sic ians with wildly diverse talents? You get Inspector O wl , the acclaimed
dance-rock quintet from Dekalb, III. Th e band is made
up of Co rey Will s on guitar and vocal s, Jesse James
Fisher on drum s and vocals , Kara Eubanks on violin ,
Ben G rigg on synth s, trumpet and au xiliary percuss io n
and Bobby Lo rd o n bass and fal setto. Blcnding social
co mm entary with music ideal for a dance part y, the band
wi ll be rc J ea~ in g their latest a lbum , Life Finds l.l Way, o n
Ma rch 27. Will s recently spo ke wi th Th e c hronicle
about mus ic, life cri ses and the b a nd '~ mysterious name .
Th e C hronicle : What WH II the inspirallnn fur your
hand'lI name '!
Wil li,: Whc lI ou r ha nd was jusl Iwo peo pl e me, II ba ss
player, and" la pl o p we decidetl to go hy Ih e !lame Jo ,
, (1) know like in put. {J utpul. But th ell we rea li ze d Ihal
Iher e we re Pf(J hlJhly like 400 olhe r band,,, lIalrl l:t1 10 . So
"Ne deC ided Iha l we " !!f lU ld co me up With whal 10 stalul.'!
ffH So we ca me up wllh a eontC!oI 1 on or II" we h!ol it e where
rf YIIU ClHfl e up With 1.1 name th aI we lik e, we' d hu y yo u
l;rCIHI ,

Uue rlht: cf,lI a horatinu with It f, mJUl Y
rormer.,

she comes from a classica l background, so the parts that
she 's adding to the songs arc definitely not your typkal
rock vio lin s. The way they're arranged and written are
very classica lly influenced. The contrast between that and
rock music works out in an interesting way.

Life Flnd.'i a Way Is reportedly based on a post·collegla te crisis of your!.
At the time I wrote a bunch of the lyrics for this album,
I had been out of college for six months, had a degree,
and didn ' t know eXllct ly what I should be doing. I Wl1nted to play music. but was hllving problems finding jobs
10 suppo rt it. You gel to this point where you htlv e u
degree , and it makes you feel like you hll ve to make II
deci s ion about what to do with your life.
Whllt do yo u hUlle 10 huvc your listeners gel out of
your mUNlc '!
As far as Il1l1 sic and IIrl is con ccrned. ) ' 111 of thc opin iull
thai peopl e should li slen 10 sOIlielhin g nnd tuk e oul th eir
o wn meanin g. I de Jin ild y hu vc thin gs Ihul I pili inlu II
sOll g Ihut lU ca n.'! sUlIlc thill 1! 10 IIl C, hul if sumeone e lse
li stens III th e .'! tllI ~ II lId g el S sOllie thin g d se o ul ent irel y.
thut's UWllsom e. We IIl so wunl pcup le to li stell Iu Ihe
llIu f'l ic, clljoy th e IHU Nir.: . eU III " uut to slUlws IItHl dunce.

divt:r ~ c Il cr ·

I! wurk,. out rea ll y we ll, 0 " lu ur lutcH'] (' I> I wrot e III.,
t\4my..Jl (Hid did all fir e prug.r~ IfIff1 i fl & . lUll! Ihell c veryune
tllrtrell tfll(,,=lI rc t lUll I add" lh elr OWl! ci efll ellt M 10 ,beNe
t>Altr V,A. · f he (,.lIfl l lh rrr v. " boul ( ' SH" , (1 111 vlolirl "In yel , IH Ihnt

"'fIr

mo r.' IIllormatloll , 11/.\'11 1II.I'I'.'I'I,,/"owl.nlftl

Sprtng Break

go
crazy if it weren't for this
blessed week of non-productivity. I got my sleep on, got
my read on, got my drink. on
and most importantly, got my
FUN on! To be fair to those
who still had to work. at least
you didn't have to sit in a
class you don't want to be in
for 3 hours. - T Breyne

" I'
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Crossword

TO THE NINES

ACROSS
1 Had a bite
4 Profound dread
7 Casual tops
14 Gender
15 River block
16 Bum's rush 17 Circle part
18 Part of a pelvis
19 Host Hall
20 Baby grand
23 Faction
24 Singer Damone
25 ~The Man Who

._

Talia King, a 20·year.old
public relations major,
caught our eye with her
enormous metallic gold
purse and ki ller smile.
With fas hion inspiration
from Dolce and Gabbana
and Dooney and Bourke,
King likes to mold her own
style from her favorite
store, Charlotte Ru sse.
Wearing a teal Baby Phat
jacket with some long
chains and layered
Charlotte Russe shirts, King
finished off the look with
some simple jeans and
beige suede shoes from
Bakers.
But the real secre t to
looking your best?
" The bra; ' King said. " It's
my favorite piece of clo thing, and it's from Victoria's
Secret. It makes me look
good and feel good:'

T here~

27
28
30
31
33

Blue shade
Metal waste
Luau neckwear
Galactic period
Long-lime
~ New Yorker"
cartoonist
36 Man of fables

40 ERA part
41 _ oblongata
43 Skirts of a
certain length
44 Certain farm girl
46 Well·suited
48 Made in the _
49 Blyth and
Sheridan
50 Hoi tub
53 _ for the asking
55 Also
56 Title for Godiva
58 Smarts
62 Leakeys' African
gorge
64 Keep out
65 Quarrel
66 Covering 01
feathers
67 TeU it like it isn 't
68 NASA partner
69 Cervantes'
tongue
70 High RRs
71 Adams or
McLean

C

5 Homeless child
6 Authorized

7 _ whalyou

8
9
10
11

12
,3
21
22
26
28

29
30
32

DOWN
1 Rush-job

acronym
2 Garr of ·Close
Encounters·
3 Engaged in
digging
4 Comminee type

34
35
37

38
39
42

Solutions
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3 ~ • " n
d
vIS 3
think!
Tranquil
I • A n Q
0
MIO I::J
"
•
a
Contains
A Q
SIS 3 N I N I • " a
Folk singer Burl
o A _
V d_
S
Q N~
Russo and
• S
SIN N •
Auberjonois
S I a l l Vol
None too bright al l v Vol A I::J I • Q
3 ~
n Q 3 "
3 1" v ·
Like a dirty
chimney
3 113 d
dlO I S 3 •
ON"
African nation
_
No 3
!J vll S
13'
Precipitation
o I A_
A> S
" N S .M
Fawning
ON • I d
" 0 3 S
3 " " 0 •
sycophant
d I H
0 1 N 3 S
PC Junk mail
oX "3 S
o
H
3 A • 3 H
First mime in
" • Q
jeans
I H
3 M.
3 " •
S
"
S " "
Trail behind
Liselotte of the
45 That certain
55 Buenos _, Arg.
l PGA
something
57 Arizona city
Gravelly
47 Trinidad's partner 59 Claw
Unnecessary
50 Slalom incline
60 Average
Badmouthed
~H avana~ star
51 Coffin covers
61 Ugly duckling,
Writing tablets
52 Make se(lse
really
Period of time
54 One archangel
63 Moving truck
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by random Chronicle staff members
exclusively chosen by the
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Complete the grid
so each row,
column and 3·by·3
box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 10 9 .
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit

www.sudoku.org.uk.
Sudoku on Mobile.
Enter 783658,com
In your mobile
Web browser.
Get • free game!
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Pisces (Feb, 20-March 20):
Spring Break is over. So is the
rest of your li fe.
A ries (March 21 - Apri l 20):
As much as you want to solve
the Sudoku puzzle on this page,
you will continuously fai l at it.
Try as you might, you will never
fmish it, and are doomed to fa ll
into irreparable insanity. You will
fa il, do you hear me? FAIL!!!
FAIL-oops, looks like you
solved it. Guess I gotta doub lecheck those stars.

e
e

Ta uru s (Ap riI 2 1- May 21):
Despite what you be lieve, parasites are not man 's best friend.
•
Gemini (May 22-Ju ne 21):
All your dreanls will come true,
and from this day forward, nothing bad will happen to you for
the rest of your life.

~ Ca ncer (June

22- Jul y 23):
• • The fact you thoughl of that
lousy movie Ice Pirates
moments before impact pretty
much sums up your life.

~ Leo

(July 24--Aug, 23):
You 're pissed that you lost the
Oscar again! Oh wel l, there 's
always the next Scorsese film ..

@
•

•

Virgo (A ug. 24-Sepl. 23):
You wi ll die in exactly 24 hours
unless you send multiple issues of
this week's Chron icle to all of your
friends, fami ly members, peers,
professors, casual aquaintences,
complete strangers and Roger
Ebert- and force them to read it!
Libra (Sepl 24-0cl. 23):
It's not that th e stars don't understand your prob lems, it 's just that
I the stars don't care anymore.
Scorpio (Ocl. 24--Nov, 22):
You' re confused as to why the
crossword on th is page is for
March 24th, not March 26th.
Here 's the answer: you're in a
time warp. Escape is futi le.

Sagittariu s (Nov. 23- Dec.
2 1): What is a "sagittari us" anyway? Anyone know? Hello?
Ca pricorn (Dec. 22-..1an. 20):
Despite your luck with athleticism, intelligence and good looks,
the meat grind ing acc ident won 't
come as a surprise .
Aquarius (Ja n. 21 - Feb. 19) :
When the moon is in the Seventh
House, and Jupiter aligns with
Mars, then peace will guide the
planets and love will steer the
stars. Hann ony and understanding, sympathy and trust abounding. No more fa lsehoods or derisions; golden living dream s of
visions, mystic crystal revelation ,
and the mind 's true liberat ion.
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Editorials
SGA: Address immediate issues first
might not need that much
Association is respon- exercise.
"Yeah those are bad," said
sible for representing
the student body and giving a Steve Farland, interactive arts
voice to students about issues and media ~ajor, when asked
that matter. However, we about the elevator problem.
thinK the SGA should spend But he also voiced other con·
more of its time and resources cems that he thought the SGA
on issues that affect students cou ld possibly help with.
"My academic adviser is an
in the immediate future.
Long-term goa ls, such as idi ot," Farland said. "He
the creation of a new Student cleared me to graduate, then it
Center, are praiseworthy in turns out I am two credits
the long run , but there are dif- short."
Farland also said the S300
ferent, more pertinent issues
the SGA should look into. fee to pay tuition onl ine is
such as the elevator conges- ridiculous- referring to CCCtion in the Sout h Campus Pay 's 2.75 I?ercent fee for
Building. 624 S. Michigan using a credit card on line.
Ave., textbook prices and the
Yes, students pay more than
CCC-Pa y
pro g ram , $17, 103 annually in tuition
which allows students and fees to attend Columbia.
to view, print and pay bills But they also pay for the SGA
activity
fees .
online, while charging an through
additional 2.75 percent serv- Nitpicking issues such as 10ice fee to use credit cards.
cent soda price increases or
Having the power to work tearing out covers of books
with the administration to cre- are trivial, the latter of which
ate a better community for turned out to be inaccurate
Columbia is someihing the and not beneficial to the
SGA shouldn 't take lightly. Columbia community.
Their work affects all of us,
The lack of transparency in
and a lO-cent soda increase the SGA is how these issues
pales in comparison to stu- start. The SGA should prodents not getting to _class on vide more opportunities for
time because of packed students to voice their conelevators .
cerns more often. Perhaps the
While some students have Student Census Report, which
voiced concerns about the ele- was last released in 2006 and
vatOlS, some see other prob- based off infonnation comlems as well .
piled in 2005, shou ld be pub" In 624 S. Michigan it gets lished twice a year and sample
crowded at about 6:30 p.m.," more than 6.5 percent of the
said Margaret Dost, senior student body. The SGA could
film and video major. "But I have more forums and have
most of their members on the
normally take the stairs."
That may be OK for stu- same page with what students
dents with classes on the 7th want.
For example, in our March
floor, but those on the 13th

T
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he Student Government

12 edition, some members of
the SGA fed The Chronicle a
Story regarding a well-respected Columbia professor, Kimo
Williams, who allegedly
required his students to rip off
the front cover o f an assigned
textbook that he wrote. The
SGA alluded to an accusat ion
that Williams was using the
requirement as a way to make
profits off of his book. The
SGA wrote a resolution asking the teacher to immediately
remove the requirement, but it
was tabled by Dominic
Cottone, director of Student
Organization and Leade~hip.
Many of the facts the SGA
claimed were slight ly exaggerated, and their proposal
was shut down. The "textbooks" were workbooks and
couldn 't be returned to the
bookstore regardless.
It's noble that the SGA
voiced concerns about keeping textbook costs to a minimum in the past, as stated in
the Student Census Report.
However, smearing a teacher
who essentially didn't do anything wrong with inaccurate
facts is embarrassing to the
whole student body. However, .
Cottone said the SGA didn't
have enough time to look into
the resolution before it was
made public.
The SGA needs to be visible and write resolutions
about short-tenn problems
and not long-winded pipe
dreams such as the Student
Center. Will we ever get the
Student Center? Maybe-but
that is a long time coming.
Concentrate on what matters
right now.

Universal healthcare blues
hile it's easy to
assume that health
insurance is a scam
in this country of fat-cat companies seething with greed,
the unfortunate tNth is that
insurance is a necessity.
Students should be concerned about health insurance
since it is affecJing them .
Students in their early 20s,
and having left home , wi ll
soon find out that their parents ' policy no longer covers
them .
And unless they are being
rolled into the John Stroger
Cook County Ilospital on a
gurney with a guns hot w(1Und,
Iht.")' Cj:lrI ex p<:t..1 to wait Ii" ttl
lea.1ft 12 ho urI!.
Hut hea lth ins urance, un
a vcr1lgc, wilh a dc(;ent
deductihle, will (;O'.t a student
ahout a hund red hud " ,.
Hl/,nth ·!In..-y ••Iready bave to
pay 1m rent , utdllie'O lind
fll!xl It '!, cx pcu\,lve flO rn ••ll er

W
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Ill inoi s Gov. Blagojevich proposed a long with his new
budget, is a step in the right
direction .
It's
delivery,
though, is worrisome.
"There are over 1.4 million
adults in Illinois who don 't
have
health
in surance,"
Blagojevich said during his
budget proposal in Springfield
on March 7. He said Ihe plan
will co ver those who arc uninsured and provide assistance
to middle-class fami lies to
keep their in surance affordable. The plan will also help
s mall bu sinesses pay for
health ins urance fo r their
workers.
Ac(;ordin g
10
Ill inois
Covered , Ihe plan wou ld provide affordable in .. unlllce 10
anyon e who "docs nol havc
acce .... to employer-sl)()IIsored
in'lurl.mcc" hy implernclll ilig a
combil1<1lioll 0 1 proKrarn 't 10
makc il ail ordah lc. If "'OIllCfJll e harpcn .. to he liv lII lJ,
nc luw Ihc po verty lillc. tllell
re"I""'" '.III II,le cll vcnw.e
would he p, ovltlcd !r ce.
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We agree with the idea of
Illin ois paving the way for
universal healthcare in this
country. but even though
democrats rule both chambers
of Congress in Springfield,
Blago is still an unpopular fellow there. At least it's a step in
the right direction .
Pass ing a $2 . 1 billion-ayear plan, however, comes at
a price. The governor has proposed the largest tax increase
in Illinoi s history. Dcpend ing
on how one feel s about a tax
increase, universal insurance
can ' t get mired in middle
management rheloric .
The C hronicle endorsed
Ri ch Whitney, Ihe Green
part y candidate, s ince his
plillform al so callcd for similar hcaltlll,;are ami a J pcrccnt
payroll lax, so wc're s urprised Blag" want s to ""II lilT
1IIIivcrsai hcalthcnrc . Ilc llbo
want s 10 pUI ill it 1 pen.:cl,t
payroll la x 10 thoslj clllp loyers wlH.l dOll " )llov illc hcalth
illsl1ram:c. We jllst hopc hc
c all
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Back from the Drawing Boards
ANN COULTER SPEAKS OUT...

F*****!
F*****!
F*****!
HEEHEE
~EEl

...CONTINUING HER LONG-STANDING
CONTRIBUTIONS 10 CNlLlZED DEBATE.
Don WrighVMCf

lETTERS TO lHE EDITOR:

Dear Chronicle:

Commendable job
I wish to commend the Chronicle
(specifically Steven Yaccino) for your
article [Man:h 12, "SGA book resolution 'uncovered"'] referencing the
SGA and the use of my book Applied
Managers,
Music
Theory for
Engineers, Producers and Artists. Not
so much the fact that through your
investigation it was revealed that the
infonnation was incorrect as provided
by the SGA, but that true journalism is
in place at the College. As I have dealt
with the media in many situations as a
combat veteran , a manager of a nation,,;
ally recognized band and as a composer of music, I have had an opportunity
to see how a story can find a bend just
for the sake of the story and not for the
qua lity of infonnation.
Steven did not bend the story in any
way- he just provided the facts .
During our phone conversation he
asked specific and direct and nonjudgemental questions to insure his facts
where straight.
In this day and age of sensationalism
in the media, it is great to see that our
future journalists from Columbia
College understand the need to provide
accurate and full y researched infonnation to the pub lic.

s

I read your article [March 12, "SGA.
book resolution 'uncovered"'], then
when I went online to post a letter to the
editor or blog or whatever, when
WHACK! There it is. I invite everyone
on campus to stmply click thro.ugh the
" brog" link on the Chronicle's website
to get the "hig picture" of where tl1B~·
trashy culture is really at. I guess "shallow" is not only in, it's dnwnright fash,
ionable. Create C hange this!
My values are totally in collision with what you call news and your decision to go there at all regarding this
issue. Your story served no other pur~
pose than piling on hearsay. Are you so
corrupted by the lure of gossip that you
intentionally spread what you know to
be " false accusations," making sure the
gory details infected the rest of us?
What should have stayed small and
incidental is now community mention.
What was your motivation? I am
stumped.
Kimo Williams knows all too well.
after 55,000+ body bags and the reality
of our generation , that "the enemy of
truth and beauty is hearsay and gossip."
End of story.

Monica Grayless, facult),. Arts
Entertainment and M edia
Managem ent Department

Kil1/o WiIIillm.\·. filCulry. Arts.
Enterw;"",ent llnd ML't/ill
Mal/agement D..'pClrtment

Have an opinion about 80methlng you read In this newspaper?
Did yOll ca tch a m ist ake. thi nk we co uld have cove red a story better or
bel ieve strongly about an issue tlle t faces a ll of lI S here at Columbia?
Why not wr ite a letter to tl1e odltor? At the boltom of Page 31 you'lI find
a so t of gliidellnes 011 how to 10 th is. Let liS tl e[l1' fl om YO li.
- 1'111' C ulflmbit, C hrm ,it:!t' E:tlilfJ,.iul 8(111,.(/
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Commentary March 26, 2007

The tortured souls of comedians

By Cyryl Jakubowski

On the m orn ing
of March 11 , one
day before my 25th
birthday. I was driving to work in my
Co lumbo-esque car,
when I heard the
ne ws: Co median
Richard Jeni , 49,
commined suicide. I

Commentary Editor

li stened intently, not

because I have a morbid curiosity for suicides, but because I was familiar with Jeni 's
work .
This was the same guy who witnessed the
start of Cameron Diaz's career, as she
walked in dripping wet from the rain in a
skimpy red outfit in the movie The Mask, to
which Jen i said. " Hold the phone, killer at 3
o ·c1ock. "
Then I heard Jeni's girlfriend had called
the police say ing, " My boyfriend just shot
himse lf in the face." Jeni died in the hospital later. But it was the nature of his death
that made me think about all the great
minds that· came before him . It 's strange
how many comedians , humorists a nd
authors have killed themse lves.
It bothers me why bright and talented
minds usually end up battling the ir demons
to the point they kill themselves. It seems to
me that the funniest minds are also the most
depressed . I guess that's what makes them
funny. Their life tragedies, usually
expressed through stand-up, are hilarious to
us.
It reminded me of a gloomy May morning in 1998, when Phil Hartman was shot in
his s leep by his wife. At that time I think I
was still discovering study hall make-out
sessions with girls. I didn 't care much about
comedy.
But over the years, comedy, especially
stand-up comedy. has grown on me. I've

seen Bill Maher go from
" Politically Incorrect" to " Real
Time With Bill Maher" on
HBO, a nd Robin William s
move from " Mork and Mindy,"
to, gulp, Man o/ the Year. I've
even seen George Carlin and
Dave C happelle live.
But it 's weird how man y
comedians off them selves or
die during February and March .
It 's like those months are a
comedy harvest time and death
take it s toll. Hunter S.
Thompson s hot him self on
February 21, 2005 . This March
was the 25th anniversary of
John Belu shi 's death. Even
Mitch Hedberg, the comedian
who said, " An escalator can
never break ; it can only become
stairs," died on March 29, 2005
from a drug overdose.
So it 's the drugs, guns and wives that kill
comedians. Really? I thought it was how far
the comedy business poshes these individuals in order to stay fresh and relevant and
creative that really kills them .
Comedians don 't get any respect. They
rarely win Oscars. And though their ~areers
sometimes stay w ithin grasp of the spotlight, it usually takes years to make it to the
main stage.
Richard Je ni was one of those people. He
appeared frequently on the "Tonight Show"
with Johnny Carson and continued on into
Jay Leno's tenure.
He was very cynical; he rarely missed the
mark with his jokes. He had energy, great
timing, and above all , a great sense of
humor. On his 2005 HBO spec ia l, A Big
Steaming Pile 0/ Me, he had a joke about
relationships.
" You don't want to be alone like a mas-

" killed," and when they suc k they
" bombed ."
While I don ' t really know why the funniest peopl e usuall y end up committing suicide or overdosing on drugs, I th ink iI'S th e
need to be constantly creati ve thaI pushes
them . And since we come 10 Columbia , the
Mecca of creativity, we should be vigi lant.
I usc hum or. albei t sometimes 10 ill and
gross effects, because [ view humor, to an
extent, as a shield . Funn y voices. an acerb ic
wit- they all hide my pain from Ih e world .
I think some of th e best comedians arc tor·
tured soul s.
Peop le wonder why Jim Carrey is so
funn y, or why Robin William s is never himself. These people lived horribl e and painful
lives. I read William s' unofficial biography
that said William s had a mental breakdown
when he was attending Juilliard . But he was
also big on cocaine and Kamikaze shots.
AP Nevert heless, I think Williams is st ill the
turbating loser, when you can have the best comic improvi ser out there.
Whi le Richard Jeni wa s no George
woman next to you in the car, cranking out
non-slOp, real-time, updated traffic infor- Carlin , he definitely had a long-running
mation. It 's like having a brand-new rad io career. But in the business of wanting
more- wanting that spotlight- comedy
station." Jeni said in the special.
"You're listening to all-driving-com- can swa llow you up, or you can carve out a
p laint-radio . Bustin ' your ba lls from the niche market and go with it. Jen i wi ll be
driveway to the highway. You get all the mi ssed.
great hits: Your exit's coming up. Your
People think comedians g ive it their best
exit's coming up . Your exi t's coming up. every tim e they step in front of the audiYour exit's coming up. And after a while ence. But in truth, it's just a job in the end.
I think the late great Bill Hicks summed up
you're going, ' Yeah : well . so is yours.'"
the essence of comedy the best by saying on
Too bad hi s exit came up too soon.
his Relentless album, " How ya doing folks ?
They say laughter is the best medicineno, really. A daily dose of laughter may be You have to bear with me ; I'm very tired of
good for the heart s ince it is linked to doing comedy. I' m very tired of staring out
healthy functioning of b lood vessels, into your vacant faces looking back at me,
according to a study by the Univers ity of wanting me to fill your empty lives with
Maryland Med ial Center. It 's almost like humor. You cou ldn't possibly think of yourwarfare out there on the stage- just to se lves. Good evening."
make people laugh . That's why when
cjakllbowski@chroniclemail.com
comedians have a great show they say they
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Number of days that
Tank Johnson will have
.
to serve in jail for violat.
ing his probation in his
weapon case,according
to the Sun-TImes, Deputies took the defensive
tackle into custody im,r1)ediately after the verdict
was reached, Johnson was viSibly stunned, the
March 16 story said,
.

Don't fret, it's just a pet
The on ly pet
that's ever actually
meant something
to me was Bcar,
my fam il y dog
(yes,
he
was
named' after Da
Bears), My dad
gave Bear to
By Tiffany Breyne
m y mom one
Managing Editor
Christmas when I
was a kid . He was
an adorable and fluHY puppy and, for the
most part, provided fun and cudd ly
memori es.
As Bear got o lder, though, he lost sight
in one eye and started walking into walls
and acting not-so adorable. After my dad
took him to the vet, we discovered that
Bear had tumors throughout his body and
in his brain, which affected his paw-eye
coordination. The doc sa id it was best to
put Bear to sleep.
So we followed orders and Bear went to
doggie heaven. Though' we were sad to let
go of our beloved pet, we knew that it
served us all for the best ; I assumed this to
be a typical chain of events.
The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced pub·
lication of Columbia College Chicago and does not
necessarily represent, in whole or in part, the views
of college administrators,
fac~1ty or students.

All text. photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may not
be reproduced or pYblished without
written permission,

Lately, though, it seems like a lot of
people aren't gett ing the who le concept of
letting a pet go. Many pet owners a re putting money and emotional energy into
keeping their furry friends around and in
the best shape possible-and businesses
and medical technology are catering to
this ridicu lous trend .
The latest announcement of advanced
medical help for an im als comes from
Pfizer, the pharmaceutical company that
produces the erecti le dysfunction pill
Viagra and cho lesterol medication Lipitor.
Rather than coming up with poss ible medicines that cou ld benefit human s, Pfizer
decided to make diet pi lls for dogs and
medicine to help curb canine car s ickness.
At first I didn ' l get why Pfizer think s
that doggie weight and motion s ickness
problem s are in need of cures. But everything about the pet industry, from pharmace.utical sa les to money s pent on clothing,
grooming and boarding prove tha t such
attention for pets is obv ious ly in demand.
The annual amount spent on U.S. anima l health products, reached $6.3 billion
in 2005, according to Animal Pharm, a
London-based company that follows the
Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns are the opinions of the author(s).
Views expressed in this puMcation are those of
the writer and sre not the opinions of The Columbia
Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism Department or
Columbia College Chicago.

an ima l health industry. This mean s that
pills designed to keep animals skinny, cancer-free, heart-hea lthy and whatever else
are being so ld en masse to pet own'ers
across the nation . And the insanity doesn ' t
stop at health ; Fido lovers are also investing more money into lUXUry comfort.
Laura Bennett, CEO of Embrace Pet
Insurance, gave blogsite Small Business
Tre nds a list of pet indu stry movements to
watch for in 2007. The lists included the
growth of pet services such as boarding,
pet sitting and photography. Bennett said
pet own<:rs are more willing to s pend
money on pet s itting serv ices because of
the growing me ntality that it is socially
unacceptable to leave an animal home
alone all day or for a weekend.
This trend is obvious in Ch icago; mini
boutiques that specifically se ll pet clothes
and toys a re scattered across the city.
Doggie daycare centers charge outrageous
prices and provide over-the-top services
such as acupuncture while owners vacation or go to work .
•
Canine Empire , a members-only doggie
daycare in C hi cago"boasts an indoor heated sw imming poo l, 100,000 square feet of

play space and valet serv ice so owners
don't have to get out of their car when
dropping off their pet. It is an ex treme
examp le of pet se rvice gone too far.
Members pay a $500 init iation fee and
$500 a year, plus $100 for each additional
dog, and have the opportuni ty to s ign their
pooch up for chiropract ic and massage
therapy sess ions .
As an an im al lover I fee l s li ght ly guilty
that I can't afford to pay $1,000 to have
my dog play in a heated pool and get massages. I can't understand buy ing a hood ed
s hirt or si lly hats to keep my dog "wann "
during the winter.
A pet is a pet; it may make up for a lack
of home companionship, make for a cozy
pillow at night a nd a good running partn er
during the summer, but that's it. No matter
how much money and effort a person puts
into an animal it's still go in g to die and
unfortunately no pill or hea ted pool is
going to preve nt that. Bes ide s, I bet "doggie heaven" has way more space and better weather than any earthly company or
city can provide.
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Suite 224, Olicago, IL 60605-1996.
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A nation,-in shock
Massachusetts
could follow suit
due to Illinois ban
By Undsey Tonner

Bradley Berns tein 's parents say
an electric cattle prod is the only
thing that stops him from banging
his head and violently punching
his eyes. nearly blinding himself.
The Illinois couple 's fight to
continue shock treatment on their
severely autistic 48·year-o ld son,
and
the
uproar
over
a
Massachusetts school that uses
similar treatment, have pulled hack
the curtain on this extreme fonn of
behavior modification. Critics call
it outmoded. barbaric and unethical.
Even a leading supporter of the
technique, Harvard-educated psy-

chologist Matthew Israel, said,
"The natural reaction is to be horrified."
"It always has been very controversial and is not politically correct. and if you want to advance
your career, you try to stay away
from it," Israel said.
He is the founder and director of
the Judge Rotenberg Center. which
is a residential school in Canton,
Mass. The institution houses chil·
dren and adults with autism, men·
tal retardation and other behavioral
and psychiatric disorde~ .
1be school is under legislative
and regulatory scrutiny for rou·
tinely using skin shocks on about
half of its 230 students to stop seri-

ous behavior problems, including
self-i\1jul)'. Electri c shocks and other
painful or unpleasant treatments ·
known as "aversive conditioning"
were accepted more than a generation ago. But mainstream psychia.
try relies on new drugs and other
methods that have proven effective.
Using this form o f shock therapy is "cruel and unusual punishment," said Dr. Louis Kraus, an
associate pro fessor of psychiatry at
Chi cago 's
Rush
University
Medical Center. "The concept of
doing that is frightening."
Some states, including Illinois
last year, have banned or severely
restricted the use of electric shocks
for mental health treatment.
But Israel favors the technique
over psychiatric drugs that he said
makes students too drowsy to
learn. He believes most critics
"have never seen children who
have blinded themselves, or
banged their head to the point of
brain injury, or bit a bole in their
check."
Israel developed a device he
calls a graduated electronic decel erator. It 's canied in a student's
backpack and eli ci ts shocks
through electrodes strapped on
their arms and legs.
"The beauty o f it is there 's no
side effects," Israel sa id. " It 's a
temporary painful experience for
two seconds."
His school's techniques are the
subject of a bill pending in the
Massachusetts legi slature and
complaints including a lawsuit by

a New York mother who says the
shocks traumatized her son, who is
now 18 ye~ old.
._~
The device used 00 Bradley
Bernstein is a cattle prod. It used to
be a long electrified rod, but the
newer model is a handheld shocker about the size of a portable
phone , w ith two short metal
prongs.
Fran Bernstein, his mother, said
it delivers a shock about as painful
as a bee sting. But, critics say it 's
considerably stronger, akin to
st icking a finger in an electric
socket.
Often just seeing the device was
enough to make Bradley stop huning himself, Fran Bernstein said.
Bradley Bernstein only says a
few words and sometimes hurts
himse lf in frustration or opposition
to his caretaker.; ' demands, his
mother said. He is also allergic to
several drugs that could calm his
behavior.
The Bemsteins are fightin g a
Cook County judge's March 2 ruling that said Bradley's shock treat·
ment violates an amendment to
state law passed last May.
"Now we're not going to be able
to control him and we don't know
what's going to happen ," said
Fran Bernstein, of suburban
Lincolnshire, III.
A therapist recommended the
shocks when Bradley was a boy
and he got the treatment routinely
in group homes where he li ved
until the state law was enacted last
year, his mother said.
Specialists at Trinity Services
Inc., which took over the agency

Bradley Bernstein, who.is severely autistic, ties his shoes in
the living room of his group home on March 12.
that used to care for Bradley,
oppose shock treatment and helped
change the law so it pncI cllher
painful techni9.l!es ·are banned
from group hoJijeS.'
,~.
'This is sOmething that ouipWfessional staff doesn't believe _is
ethical," said Trinity's pres\&n_~
Art Oykstr~.
i~
'.,
Bradley Bernstein is the 'only
group home patient in Illinois ·
known to have received shock
treatment in recent years. His parents agreed to a compromise to :
gradually stop the treatment, but .
sued when Trinity officials abruptly stopped it after the law changed,
according to their attorney, Robert
O'Donnell.
The judge's recent ruling said
the change in Illinois law makes
the Bemsteim' complaint moot.
j

O'Donnell is appealing and has
enlisted Matthew Israel to htlp
evaluate Bradley and detennine
whether his shock treatment
should resume.
"Anything that causes pain isn't
necessarily cruel and inhwnane,"
Israel said. "If you go to a dentist
or a surgeon, you ' re going to be
involved in temporary pain but
have long-term hope of improvement."
Bradley looked away and did
not respond to questions during an
attempt to interview him for the
artic1e at his group home in subur·
ban Des Plaines . Wearing a
maroon sweat shirt and khaki
pants, the gray-haired man wasn'l
violent during the half-hour visit
and had no visible bruises.
AP
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8.oring:
Spy store started
by Chicago author
David Eggers
Continued jinm Back Page
and creal ive writ ing. It provides
free wa lk-in tutoring and workshops to improve writing skills.
publi shing opportunities. field
trips and other progmms for adults
or schoo ls.
Since then. five other 826 stores
have been opened and numerous
writers have been brought on lo the
project to help tutor the students.
In C hi cago. the Board of
Advi sors includes Columbia fiction professor Joe Meno and former journali sm teacher Anne
Elizabet h
Moore,
Jeffrey
Eugenides. author o f Middlesex,
Monica Eng. reporter for the

Chicago

Tribune,

Audrey

Niffenegger. author of The TIme
Traveler JVlje and an adjunct faculty member in Columbia's Center
for Book & Paper Arts, and Alex
Kotlowitz. who wrote There Are

s

No Children Here.
The rest of the list goes on. The
Board of Directors includes the
public radio .host of "This
American Life," Ira G lass. and
RedEye columnist Kyra Ky les.
The storefronts are a way to
bring attention to the organization
as well as raise funds for the tutoring programs.
According to Anna Ura. director
of events at 826 Valencia, the nonprofit's stores try to have a theme
that's fun, quirky and imaginat ive.

826NYC has a superhero
theme, 826 Va lencia features
pirates, 826 Seattle encourages
space travel and 826 Michigan is
the proud location of the
International Monsters Union.
The need for storefronts came
about as a zoning requirement in
San Francisco for 826 Valencia.
For the store to remain in its location a storefront W3;S needed . The
operators decided on a pirate
theme because the space was
already decorated to look like a
ship on the inside. This idea spread
as the other stores opened in Los
Angeles, Seattle. New York City
and Chicago. 'nlis year another is
set to open in Bostoll.
According to Leah Guenther.
the executive director of 826CH I,
thc idea for a secret agent supply
store came after some polli ng
alnong their students determined
that the they were in need of surve illance equipment.
Matthew Garza, a student who
works at the neighboring Belmont
Anny Surplus, had no idea what
The Boring Store was.
"I walked past it and wondered
what it was," he said. " I thought it
was an art project."
Garza said he has not seen an
increased amoWlt of secret agents
or men in trench coats in the area
since the store opened- which
means the secret agents must be
doing their jobs.

dnelson@Chroniciemail.com

........./The~
Dale Glowacki. a retired military helicopter pilot who spent a considerable amount of time flying in Iraq, examines the memorial exhibit at
Federal Plaza for civilians that have been killed in Iraq. Glowacki said
he 'isn't a big fan' of the war and believes it was a "mistake".

Exhibit:
Thousands of
deceased Iraqis
honored at
Federal Plaza
Continued from Back Page
Jarrar is among an estimated 1.8
million citizens·that have been displaced outside oflraq, according to
the AFSC. Additionally, another
1.6 million have been di~placed
within the country.
During the opening ceremony,
the committee cited an Assoicated
Press poll in which Americans estimated that only 9,890 Iraqis have
d ied since the fighting began.
An estimated 655,000 Iraqis
have died in the fighting since the

war started, according to a study
done by John Hopkins School of
Public Health, However, the U.S.,
U.K. and Iraqi governments have
all challenged that figure. Shortly
after the study was released.
President Bush estimated that as
few as 30,000 civilians have been
killed. Iraq's Health Ministry puts
estimates around 50,000.
Dr. Dahlia Wasfi , an IraqiAmerican with fami ly in Basra,
has been speaking out against the
war since she returned from visiting her family last year.

"Just because you have elections
doesn't mean you have democracy," Wasfi said during the opening
ceremony. "We have to support the
troops who resist"
Albert Stabler, a teacher at
James H. Bowen High School on
Chicago's South Side, brought his
class to see the exhibit during their
lunch break on Man:h 13.

"Students feel passionate about
the war [and this g ives] them
something to organize around," he
said.
Stabler said Bowen is one of the
most highly recruited schools by
the military in the area He hopes
to start a counter-recruitment
movement within the school by
setting up a table in the cafeteria.
Students would be given information about other options following
high school including the actual
opportunities available for financial aid fo r college.
He said he wants them to know
"what the real gamble is that
you're taking in the war."
Lisa HaufschiJd, who came with
a group of friends to read aloud the
names of the dead Iraqis, said that
out of thousands of Iraqis who
have died, only about 3,000 names
have been compiled.
" Whe~ you see a shoe that's the
size of your baby niece's foot
[what you're doing] becomes very
real," she said.
Erin Polley,
senior cultural
studies major, helped organize the
event.
" I volWlteered at the start of the
war after the exhibit gained some
notoriety," she said.
"Dreams and Nightmares" has
traveled across the country with its
counterpart exhibit "Eyes Wide
Open," which honors fallen
American soldiers. The exhibits
have traveled from Washington
D.C. to Denver-and places in
between.
"Dreams and Nightmares" will
be in South Bend, Ind. next before
coming to Grant Park Over
Memorial Day weekend.
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Student
Showcase

student work In response to HIV &

03.28.07

Include:

I I am - 4:30 pm
Conaway Center
I I 04 S. Wabash
ring members
the Theater Department
1:30 SurvlvedSY
documentary theater by Anthony Newman

3:30·4:30 OPEN MIC
I,olum oou/cllt l(: uloncoun(O'9

11:00-3:30 HIV TESTING
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To determine which
steps:
•
Sign on to OASIS
•
Cllok.on the student tab
•
ill Click on the ImmtIlrzation link in the student
:,,,~~'

rt, First floor
•
•

r vaccination:'
Tetanus/Diphtheria $45
MMR (Measles, .Mumps, and 'Rubella) $95 each
(Two measles vaccines are required within your lifetime. If you need
both, you.must wait 28 days betwee.n the first and second shot.)

•

Tetanus/Diphtheria and MMR $140

•

Payment is not required at the vaccination time. The charge/s will be
applied to your Student Financial Services account.

The majority of college students have already received all or' fTIost r~YIF(:}~
immunizations. The Illinois Public Act 8S-13i5 'requlres all students erirOJled
for six credit hours or more to provide the college with proof of immunity
against tetanus-diphtheria, measles, mumps, and rubella.

•
For questions about immunization requirements or for doctor referrals,
please contact the Columbia Student Health Center.
Hours: 12-5 p.m., Mpnday-Friday
Location: 731 South ,PJymouth Court, First Roor
Ph'one: (312),344.6830

If you have any
Student hnmllnl~

Columbia
390 or visit
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Big Bang:
Professor tries to
recreate famous
scientific theory
COlltinuedFom Front Page
low temperarures, there's a kind of
universality, meaning the chemi·
cals interact in the same way,"
Chin said. " In room temperature
you see different materials: wood,
paper, air; they have all different
properties. But when you go to
very low temperatures, they have
very similar properties."
Chin explained the universe
began as a tight ba ll o f energy that
developed holes. These holes
allowed the contained energy to
eventually burst open, creating the
ever-expanding universe as we
know it . While thi s may have
occurred at billions of degrees
Fahrenheit, Chin's lab will demonstrate similar principles through
incredibly cold Icmperarures close
to absolute zero since the properties are likely to be the same.
By creating the lab, which can
be cooled to a billionth of a degree
above absolute zero, the interactions between atoms can be controlled and studied.
In quantum physics, the heat left
over from the Big Bang means the
universe will never reach absolute
zero. or -459 degrees Fahrenheit.
The coldest place in nature is in
outer space, which is still about 3
degrees above absolute zero, Chin
said.
Steve Koppes, a spokesman for
the U of C Physical Sciences
department. said Chin has been

working with matter in exotic
states of extremely high or low
temperatures for years.
" Previously he was working on
new fonn s of matter under
extreme conditions, where the
materials they produced are different from the nonna l stales of matter we' re all familiar with, which
are solids, liquids and gases,"
Koppes said. "Materials react differently .under extreme conditions
in 's uch a way that they're categorized on an entirely different kind
of matter."
Temperature affects the movement and reactivity of particles.
TIle wanner a particle becomes,
the faster it moves. Likewise, the
colder it becomes, the slower it
will move. At absolute zero, the
atoms are moving so slow they can
be seen using a quantum computer,
a complicated arrangement of
lasers and a camera to photograph
the atomic interactions.
Chin 's research involves basic
particles called fenn ions, which
fonn larger particles, such' as protons, neutrons and electrons. They
are responsible for maintaining
stability within atoms and molecules, which keeps all matter in the
universe from falling apart or disintegrating before our eyes.
By bringing the laboratory to
temperatures close to absolute
zero, Chin is able to study a theory
called Bose-Einstein condensation. This theory explains how
atoms at absolute zero become
super-fluid, and are able to overlap
and occupy the same state at the
same time. This is like two people
trying to stand in the same space at
once--either they would collide or
come very close, but they would
never be able to stand in the same
place at the same time.

Cheng Chin. assist ant professor at the University of Chicago, looks through a window created in
his ultra-cold chamber to view the molecules slowing down.

This is impossible under typical
circumstances; even atoms in
states with extremely low density,
such as gases, still cannot occupy
the same state .
In Bose- Einstein condensation,
however, atoms take on a different
state altogether, making it possible
for atoms to overlap. This may be
how the universe was compiled
before the Big Bang and when partides started taking on their own
distinctive properties.
To conduct this kind of research
where atoms are in extreme conditions, the lab itself had to be built
specifically so that the atoms could
not o nl y be seen and pho-

Koppel said th e univers ity
was also prov iding start- up
fund s, but the m aj ority of Chin 's
funding is through grants. He
has received $625 .000 fro m the
David and Luci le Packard
Foundation and S45,OOO from
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundatiol)
to conduct hi s research.
Koppes said Chin had been
wOrking on this project since 2005.
but there was no deadline sel
_ " It might keep him bU»' fur the
rest of his career," Koppes said.

tographed, but also undisturbed by
'outside influences.
"It's probably the only building
on campus where he could do his
experiments, because [the atoms]
are sensitive to vibrations ,"
Koppes said. He said the lab was
built under the basement to ensure
that his experiment would be conducted without interference from
the outside world.
Chin said even the elevator
that goes down to the sub-basement doesn' t touch the g round
so that it doesn' t disrupt the
experiment. The tables he is
using are also pressurized so
that they can float at times.

dnelson@chroniclemail. com

Pedro
Perez-Sarduy
Cuban Scholar ~
Activist
Poetry 'Cfl Novel Readlog 'Cfl Dlacuaalon. Maida of HaV4114
Tu~y. March 27th l2:30-200pm
600

s. Michigan Ave.

Art 'Cfl R.evoludoA. film Screeu.lDg. Cuban filma
We~y. March 2SU' 6-.30 - 8:30pm
Ferguson 1Wl 600 S. Mlchlgan Ave.

Pedro Perez-Sarduy Is an Afro-Cuban poet, writer. journalist. radio
~ and Cuba consultant residirl\l In London, England. He
Wor\red in Cuba for national radio (1965-79) and for the latin AmerIcan
Service of the B8C World Service (1981-1994). He is the author rJ
seYeral books, Surrealidad (1967), Cumbire and Other Poems, (1990)
and MaIecOn Slglovelnte (2006) poetry.
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He co-edlted with Jean Stubbs AFRO-CU8A: An Anthology of Cuban

Wrlttng on Racel PJI/t1cs and Culture (1993) and Afro-Cuban Voices on
Race and Identity in Conllmlporary Cuba (2000) and was co-author rJ
the Introduction to No Longer Invisible/Afro-Latin Americans Today
(1995). He has published his first novel, Las Oiadas de La Habana (The
MaIds of Havana, 2001). Pedro Is also recipient of several literary awards.
He was a Olarles McGill Fellow Visiting Lecturer at 1l1nlty College,
Hartford COnnectio.Jt, (Fall 2(04). Perez sarduy is also an Assodate
Alilow at the caribbean SWdIes Centre at London Metropolitan
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Wearin' (out) the green in Chicago
A Chronicle news analysis
of Chicago's City Council
By James H. Ewert Jr.
City Beat Editor

Green was the color of the day
at the March J 4 Chicago City
Council meetin g with many members wearing green ties or sponing
green handkerchiefs in the ir jacket
pock ets in celebratio n of St.
PatrIck 's Day. Howe ver, o ne
coun cil member, 16th Ward
Aldenn an Shirley Coleman , was

sporting a white hard hat- a sign
of the heated debate that later
ensued.

In itS first gathering since th e
Feb. 27 municipal election , the
counci l meeting had everything a
typical one sholl ld have: an irate

peanut gallery, a rambunctious
aldermanic debate, an irritated
Mayor Richard M. Daley and a
pres~

box. full of snarky reporters.

Though some came later than
others, all of the City Council 's 50
aldermen showed up; and for the
first hour-and-a-half the meeting
went on as it normally does w ith
resolutions honoring city workers,
students and notable Chicagoans.
A resolution was approved
unanimously honorin g the police
and firemen w ho helped battle the
North Side apartment fire last
week that claimed four lives ; as
well as a resolution commending
several high schoo l students for
outstanding perfonnances.
While aldermen congratulated
the students, one unnamed
reporter in the press box leaned
over and was overheard say ing,
" When are they going to pass a
resolution s upport in g straight
A's?"
After the resolut ions, the council passed an ordinance that would
require all municipal buildings to
fly flags at half mast whenever an
Illinois military service member is

ki lled .
Following th e typi ca l co un ci l
bus iness was th e debate about
Chicago 's 2016 O ly mpi c bid
and th e $500 mi ll ion th at taxpayers would have to put up for
co llateral- wh ich was anything
but typi ca l.
One of the fi rst council members to gi ve a speech on tbe subject was 4th Ward A ldennan Toni
Preckw inkle, whose turf would be
at the heart of Chicago's O lympic
festivities.
Sh e vo iced major concerns
regarding how the executi ve body
is treated by the administrative
branch. She also noted it was hard
to believe that no one knew about
the $500 million guarantee prior
to the mayoral election.
Preckwinkle, who was briefed
less than a week ago about the
city 's plan s, said she was "dismayed" at the process leading up
the to the vote on March 14. She
was one of the handful of aldermen to vote again st the ordinance,
which passed 45-5 .
Aldennen who voted " no"
along with Preckwinkl e were
Dorothy Tillman (3rd). Shirley
Coleman (14th), Arenda Troutman
(20th) and Howard Brookings Jr.
(2 1st).
Preckwinkle is the only one of
the five to . have won reelection.
Ti llman , Co leman and Brookings
are all headed to the Apri l 17
runoff ejection, while Troutman
lost outright to A l d e nn a n ~e l ect
Wi ll ie Cochran.
Troutman said the ordina nce
would probably be th e most
important issue she would have a
chance to vote on before leav ing
office and tried to draw connections between her ousting and
oppos it ion.

i
Alderman Latasha Thomas of the 15th Wa rd, left, and Alderman Shirley Coleman (16t h Ward )
ta lk during a City Council meeting on March 14. Coleman's hard hat stated ~ the 16th ward is not
for sale."
" Every Olymp ic games put the ous patrons in the public gallery comment s fr om 42nd Ward
city they were held in at a devas- could be heard voicing their opin- Aldennan Burton Natarus, who,
tating financial deficit," Troutman ions in fa vor of public hearings on after losing his long-held aldersaid as Mayor Daley exited the this matter. At one point during 1st manic seat in February, seemed as
chamber. " [There is] a 9 to 12-bil- Ward A ldennan Manny Flores' jovial as ever.
Natarus commented that he
lion dollar' defic it in Athens and speech , the coun cil chamber
Sydney is'still paying off the 2000 erupted in argument between the wanted everyone to be included
aldennen
and
the
public . on the p lanning, which drew
games."
Despite the Olymp ics' looming A ldenn an Ed Burke of the 14th app lause from the boastful public.
financia l obligat ions, many alder- Ward, reminded the mayor he had Mayor Daley hushed the crowd by
men spoke out in wide fa vor of the the authority to clear the entire bang ing his gave l several times.
" I' m worried about having a
games, with some evoking refer- chamber. Several peopl e were
ences to the 1893 Co lumbian ejected from the balcony area city w ith a fa lse mystique,"
Exposition and 1933 Century of above the chamber for banging on Natarus said. " Like New York .
What 's so great about ew York
the g lass partiti on.
Progress World 's Fair.
Aldenn an Bern ie Stone of the
Many alderm en in support of other than fl ying in on a weekend
50th Ward gave the games and the the o rd inance ackn ow ledged to see a Broadway show?"
ordinance hi s full backing.
skepti cism of a potential taxpaye r
A fl er speak ing, Natarus turned
" Is it worth it?" Stone asked the loss, but expl ained Chicago must toward the crowd and sa id, " Don' (
council in reference to Aldenn an show the Olympic committee- clap."
Preckwink le 's comments. " Damn which makes th e final dec is ionright it's worth it, because it w ill that the games have the ci ty 's full
jewert@chroniclemail.com
produce res iduals ... Every single support .
Olympi cs has had a surplus."
And no council meeting would
Throughout the meeting numer- be comp lete without fl amboyant

Olympics:
$500 million
guar~ntee spikes
wortles among
aldermen
Continued from Back Page
were not invited to the Olympics,"
Troutman said during the meeting.
A ll three Aldermen come from
lJlulti-racial communities where
they said residents have also been
left in the dark about Olympic
decisions affecting their neighbor.
hoods.
Although there was a public
hearing held for residents to voice
their concerns, Preckw inkle said
because it was in at G rant Park it
still didn 't included the voices of
many South S ide res idents.
"They must include those whose
lands and parks they pl an on
using," Hairston said during the
meeting.
And the questions don 't stop
with just who is being included in
the planning process .
When it comes to the $500 million in guarantees requested by the
Olympic
Bid
Committee,
Preckwinkle, among other aldermen , hammered Mayor Daley
with the idea that he knew about
the large proposal needed prior to

Alderma n Arenda Trou t man of t he 20th Ward spoke out again st the Olympi c games coming to
Chicago at City Co uncil meeting on March 14. Troutman said the face of the Olympics is one of a
rich white man and doesn't includ e many mmorities or South Side res idents.
the Feb. 27 mayoral election.
" II 's very hard fo r me to believe
that someone in the city didn 't
know that prior to the election that
we were goi ng to be requi red to
put up $500 million in guarantees," she said. " Ironically, those
same people that are going to tell
us that the guarantees are going to
be required {a lso ) want us to trust
them that the poss ibi lity of having
to use these guarantees is very;
very, very remote."
Add ing to speculation, top mayoral aide Dana Leveson, abrupt ly

res ig ned as chie f finan cial officer o n M arc h 16 . Leve so n
rece nt ly assured taxpayers tb ey
wouldn ' t be le ft res pon s ibl e for
th e large chunk Of change .
Sti ll , Da ley ens ured d ur ing a
press co nfe rence held short ly
a ft e r the mee tin g on March 14
th at th e $ 500 mill io n s ho u ld
onl y be see n as an insuran ce
po li cy fo r th e Games and th at
res ident s' poc ke ts wou ld on ly be
tapped into if som e k in d o f natura l di sas ter occurred within the
c ity prior to the Games.

Da ley a ls o sa id he wa s
un aware o f the large propos al
nee ded pri or to th e e lec ti on and
said th e O ly m pic s w ill be a
fi nan cial pro fit to tb e cit y o f
C h ica go , a sta te ment agreed
upon and vo iced by ot her ald ermen durin g th e meet in g.
" T hi s is th e best thin g that
co uld happen in Chi cago:' sai d
33 rd Ward A lderm a n Ri chard
Me l!. " We ha ve a c hance to
showcase Chi cago like never
before ."
However, e ve o o ut s ide the

large fi nan ces, some a ldermen
qu es ti on how great the lo ngterm effect s w ill be to their com ·
munities as a whole.
Troutm an spoke at the meetin g abou t the "da rk secrets" o f
th e O lym p ics and its long connect ion w ith unwarranted e victIons of res idents and purgi ng of
the hom e less. She a lso said that
many previo ll s bos t cilie s. li ke
Mo nt real , Canada. have s pent
30 years recoverin g from finan c ial de bt cau sed by th e Games.
Fo r Troutm an, the neg at ive
outco me
of
hostin g
th e
Oly m pic s o utweighs th e poss ible benefit s proposed by other
ald erm en and Ihe mayor
"{The Ol ym pic s ] are be in g
bui lt on the do ll ars and not the
we lfare of the peop le. " she said
d ur ing the meeti ng.
Preckwinkle also me nt io ned
tha t alt houg h the Gam es are a
wonde rfu l id ea , the po ss ible
pro fi ts .we re not prese nted in a
ti mel y way, mak ing it see m lik e
th e ci ty would lose Ill ore th an it
could gain .
Des pi te the qu estion s fired at
Mayo r D.. lcy about hi s proposal. he said peo ple need to kee p
in m ind everythi ng is st ill in tht'
beg inning s tages .
" We are in ball ing practi ce."
he said dur ing th l' press conference. "We have n 't even stt.!ppcd
lip to the plat e yet."

j=immermmr&,1d /l'o/ liclemail. col/J

Curbing violence .against womenColumbia was the fiBt to sign
on to the campaign, according to
the the foundation. The college's
Institute for the Study of Women
and Gender in the Arts and Media
is partncriog to do outreach by
distributing flyers, T-shirts, butBy-QIdwIIe
tons and stickers on campus to
Staff Writer
raise awarenesS about the camIf an Illinois women's advoca- paign.
cy group initiative proves suc)ane Saks, executive director
cessful, violence against women of the institute, said violence
could drop in this state.
against women affects everyone
The Chicago Foundation of and crosses generation, class,
Women 's initiative called "What race, gender, sexual Qrientation
Will It Take?" introduced a year- and geography.
long campaign to make Illinois
" It is really a disease," Saks said.
the safest state for all women and "It's something that penneates our
girls, beginning March 8, society and its unacceptable.:'
International Women 's Day.
She sa id students are on the
TIlis initi ati ve involves resi- cuttin g edge of socia l activism
dents' input from nine town hall and have a responsibi li ty to get
meetings. ads. an online forum. involved in discussions and
and public events to find a so lu- develop decisions.
tion to end violence towa rd
"All the arts- from the spoken
women and girls. One solution word, to visual arts, to media, to
includes tackling pop culture that perfonnance and new technolodegrades women, said Mary F. gies- ali have a unique role in
Morten, the associate director at addressing soc ial issues and supthe foundati on.
porting the best of our human
"We want to hold pop cu lture capac ities." said Saks. who is
accountable." Morten said.
also on the board of th e Chicago
The campaign has been divid- Foundation for Women.
ing up $1 million in state grant
Events sponsored by the founaid to nonprofit groups for advo- dation involve artists sharing
cacy and direct services. It has their pc;rsonal accounts through
also established a Safe State stories. songs and theater.
Council, a statewide group of
The initiative doesn't just
advocates and experts, to help include women. Men , who arc
support the project.
often seen as the problem of
Unlike previous campaigns, this domesti c and sex ual violence.
initiative will engage residents are now becoming part of the
across the state in a grassroots so lut ion,
sai d
Hannah
approach, including reaching out Rosenthal, the executive directo men and students on campuses.
to r of the fou nd ation.

New campaign
strives to make
Illinois safest
state in the U.S.

Adam Shamoon of the Men's
Initiative said men need to step
up during a March 8 press conference announcing the initiative's
kickoff.
" When it comes to violence, all
women and girls have the right to
be safe in their homes, in their
communities and in their workplaces," Shamoon said.
The Men's Initiative aims to
change males' perceptions of
fema les through events on April 5

featuring Jackson Katz, an expert
on the men's movement.
The initiative will .Iso be
screening Tlte Macho Paradox at
the University of Illinois at
UrbanawChampaign.
Public Service Announcements
on television, radio and print ads
across the state and on 10 college
campuses will show individuals'
30-second opinions on how to
end violence.
Upcoming events include

"Ponraito: StOne. of Hope and
Survival" on May 3, '"Race for a
Safe Stole: A SK Run, Walk and
RoU" on May 10 aDd '"Music
Matton: Sing... and SonswriUnite Against Violence," featuring Jilt Scott, on June 7.
For loco/ioM and times, visit
whatwillittake.org.
chronic/e@co/um.edu

Meditating human rigbts

Wan Xing Deng practices a type of meditation called Falun Gong on March 14 at
Federal Plaza. 230 S. Dearborn St. The meditation is aimed at ending the practice
of organ harvesting in China.
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Scoop in the Loop:

By Dana Nelson
Assistant City Beat Editor

Why is it. that of all the accomplishments women have made in
the past century-a.ttaining the
right to vote, feminist movements
that broVght greater eqvality in the
workplace and electing a woman
to the U.s. Senate---that Chicago
has done so little to celebrate this
month?
March is ' National Women 's
History Month. A month that honors women who have worked
toward personal and political freedoms in the workplace and society.
A month that illustrates the obstacles women have faced and the
achievements made.
Jane Addams, the director and
founder of C hicago's settlement
house, the Hull House, was the
flISt woman to receive the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1931 for her work
as president of the Women 's
International League for Peace and
Freedom. She supported women's
movements and fought to create
child labor laws in C hicago which
expanded to a national level.

A forgotten history in Chicago

Alice Hamilton, a professor of
pathology
at
Northwestern
University, studied industrial medicine to aid factory workers. She
became the flfSt female faculty
member at Harvard ' Medical
School in 1919. Her role in occupational medicine helped bring
attention to the toxic effects of carbon monoxide, mercury, aniline
dyes, lead and more-saving the
lives of millions of workers

In Public
Monday, March 26
If you dig sc ie nce and ethics,
then stop by the Harold
Was hin gton Library, 400 S.
State St., in the C indy Pritzker
Aud ilOri um at 6 p.m . to li sten to
Dr. Bernard Ro llin . The professor of philosophy, biom edical
ethics and animal sciences will
di scuss and sign his new book ,
Science and Ethics. The even t is
free .

exposed to these poisons.
Oprah Winfrey, the Chicago talk

show

host;

Esther

"Eppie"

Lederer, better. known as Ann
L&nders, the advice columnist for
the Chicago Tribune; and native
Chicagoan Hillary Clinton, a U.S.
Senator from New York and 2008
presidential candidate, have all
been popular influences in the
modem world.
Why has Chicago done so little
to honor these women and the
dozens more that have made major
accomplishments
to
further
advancements in society? Has the
importance of getting wasted and
dying the river green on St.
Patrick's Day completely overshadowed the rest of the month so
that we can no longer appreciate
equality and achievement?
Last month , the C hicago Park
District hosted festivals, art galleries, spoken word and performances including spoken word,
music and dance to honor Black
Hi story Month. For Women 's
History Month, the Park District
renamed 24 parks after famous

Illinois Poet Laureate Gwendolyn Brooks reads poetry to a
crowd at Chicago's Union Station in February of 2000.
Chicago
women ,
such
as
Gwendolyn Brooks, a Pulitzer
Prize winning poet; Mahalia
Jackson, a gospel singer; Chi Che
Wang-University of Ch icago professor and scientist; and Mary Jane
Richardson Jones, an activist and
abolitionist who helped hundreds
of slaves ' along the Underground
Railroad .
Renaming city parks after trailblazing women is an important
step, but it does not attract the
same attention like fe stivals, galleries a nd performances . . Black
History is something to be celebrated, w hil e Women 's History
appears in commemoration: a
somber, si le nt affair in which
women are applauded rather than
cheered for their advancements.

Regardless of race, women have
faced battles for decades to attain
the same status as men, and they
have succeeded in many different
ways. Today's women work in
nearly every field. They juggle
famil y" and work lives in an almost
impossible
balancing
act.
According to the Department of
Education, more women are like ly
to attend and graduate co llege than
men .
For an ent ire city to downplay
the efforts women have made
takes audacity-and a lot of apathy. People deserve to be celebrated for w ho they are a nd
what they 've done for soc iety.
Without that, we cannot full y
appreciate our humanity.

Metro news briefs: a short week in review
Not your typicallJIC student
He_ may be studying engineering at the
University of Illinois, but he sure got his
lesson in criminal justice on March 13.
After entering Michael Petrelli's apartment, police officers found a bound woman
convulsing. a grenade launcher, a large container of hallucinogenic mushrooms, marijuana, a fully loaded assault rifle, ammunition, lab equipment and unknown chemicals
that are being tested.
According to the Associated Press,
Petrelli was charged with possession of a
controlled substance and misdemeanor
weapons violations. His bond was set at
$250,000.
Police entered the student's West Side
apartment after responding to a disturbance
call.

The woman was found tied up on the sofa
in the front room suffering from convulsions.

Fire in Wrigleyville
On March 10, four people died in a North
Side apartment fire at 3553 N. Fremont St.,
according to the Chicago Tribune. Police
charged Mary Smith, a homeless woman,
later in the week with setting the Fremont
fire as well as another in the area. The families of the deceased also filed lawsuits
against the building owners and managers
for failing to maintain functioning locks at
the entrance doors, the article reported.

Tank lands in the slammer
C hicago Bears defensive tackle Terry
"Tank" John son was sentenced March 15 to
120 days in jail and fined $2,500 for violating his probation for a 2005 conviction,
according to a Chicago Tribune article.
Johnson was also accompanied in court
by Chicago Bears head coach Lovie Smith.
Johnson was immediately taken into custody after the trial has the potential to serve
only 60 days with good behavior.

Tuesday, March 27
Check out a free scree ning of
the documentary Black Gold at
the Harold Washington Library,
400 S. State St., on the lower
level at 6 p .m. The film exposes
the lives of Ethiopian coffee
farmers and their relationship
with the $80 billion coffee
industry. The showing is free.
For more in/ormation, contact
Naomi_ walker@itvs.org.
Wednesday, March 28
Journalist and author Tom
Bissell stops by the Book Cellar,
47 36 N. Linco ln Ave ., to d iscuss
his new book , Th e Father 0/ All
Things: A Marine, His SOI1, and
the Legacy 0/ Vietnam. Bisse ll
wrote about hi s father' S tour in
Vietnam intertwin ing personal
and military hi story. The event
starts at 7 p.m. and is free. For
more in/ormation, visit bookcellarinc.com or call (773) 2932665.

J

Thursday, March 29
Want to help out children and
families
and drink wine?
Kafka Wine, 3325 N. Halsted, is
hosting a benefit for ChildServ,
a non-profit that helps families.
For $45 in advance and $50 at
the door, you can sample unlimited wines and chocolates. There
will also be a drawing for White
Sox tickets. For more information
or to
RSVp,
visit
chi/dserv.org or call (773) 8677360.
Saturday, March 31
Julia Ashennan wants you to
know your rights. Asherman will
discuss street rights, warrants
and detention for protestors or
anyone interested in the law.
She's speaking at A+D Gallery,
1619 S. Wabash Ave. , from 3:30
p.m. to 5 p.m. For more in/ormation, call (3/2) 344-8687.

Ring the alarm

A lost friend

On March 8, police responded to an alarm going
off ins ide an office at Samue l's Care Center, 11 30
S. Wabash Ave . Po lice noticed th e front and back
door of the faci lity had been damaged a nd left
open . A !though n0 item s were reported slol en, an
e mployee of th e medical cen te r said her office had
been burg larized multipl e times .

Whil e us ing one of the computers at Roose velt
Uni vers ity on March 6 , a hom eless man fro m the
Pacific Garden Mi ss ion, 646 S. State St., told
poli ce hi s fr iend went mi ssi ng after lea ving to use
the bathroom. Th e man lold police hi s 33-year-old
friend, who sutrers from bi- polnr disorckr. is
known for wanderin g off. The man hns still not be
en fou nd or returned to The Mi ss ion as of press
time .

JUSI disorderly conduct?

Harassing phone ca ll
On March 9, police officers were called into
Perspec ti ves Charter Schoo l, ~930 S. Arche r Ave.,
to arrest IwO students wh o made bomb threats
ins ide the school. According to two w it nesses, the
offenders, both 16-year-o ld boys, told them they
knew about smoke bombs, bottle s and other items
necessary " to sh ut the sc hool down." A witness
also said one of the boys told he r to start looking
fo r a new job because the school wou ld be gone.
Police searched the school but no bombs were
found. Police charged the offenders with disorderly conduct.

An IS-year-old woman staying at the Univers it y
Ce nter, 525 S. Slat~ SI.. ca lled police after receiyin g a threat ening phon~ call from he r boyfriend' s
ex-g irl friend. According to police, th e vic tim Sia led Ihat the woman ca lled he r a" b-h, ho and was
going to beat her up and f- k he r up". No arres ts
have been made.

Compiled by Chronicle staff through in/ormatIOn provided by the Chicago Police Department.
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An Olytnpicsized debate
Aldennen accuse
Mayor of going
over their heads
By Jenn Zimmerman
Assistant City Beat Editor

Chicago's City Council on
March 14 may have overwhelmingly voted 45 to fi ve in favor of
the $500 million bid needed for the
20 16 Olympic Games. And many

aldennen· did voice their excitement for the Garnes to be held in
the city, but not everyone is on
board.
From worries of an increase in
lack of affordable housing and job
availabi lity in communities, to

allegations of excluding blacks
from the Olympics, Aldermen
Toni Preckwinkle (4th), Leslie

Hairston

(5th)

and

Arenda

Troutman (20th) are joining in to
ask onc question about the Games:
Where are their voices?
"The Olympic Committee hasIl 't been very transparent or inclu-

sive," said Preckwinklc, whose

ward could end up being home to
the $1.1 billion Olympic Village
and part of the $366 million
Olympic Stadium.
Preckwinkle said she and other
city officials weren't included in
many decisions made by Mayor
Daley and the O lympic Bid
Committee.
In partic ular, Preckwinkle finds
the Olympic Village " hopelessly
ugly" and said she had no input on
its actual design despite that it
would be built in her ward.
"It looks like something that
dropped out of outer space," she
said.
If given the bid, the Olympic
Village will be built near the lakefront over the McConnick Place
staging
area.
However,
Preckwinkle said the Metra tracks
that are now near McCormick
Place will not be moved, causing a
major barrier betwcen the South
Side and the Village.
She also added that Daley hasn't
discussed the idea of building
more roads leading to the Village,
which if not constmcted, could
cau~ major gridlock along city
streets.
And PreckwinkJe isn 'l alone in
her Olympic fight, either.
Both Alderman Troutman,
whose ward shares the O lympic
Stad ium with Preckwinkle's, and
Aldennan Hairston agree that the
face of the Olympics doesn't share
many colors.
"The black and brown people

Pairs of shoes representing Iraqi civilian deaths are laid out at Federal Plaza, 230 S. De,a rl>orn<!;t
March 13. to memorialize the 4th anniversary of the war. Accompanied by the shoes were people
banging a gong and reading off the names of Iraqi civilians killed during the conflict.

Honoring Iraqi civilians
American group
draws attention to

people killed overseas
By Undsay Welbers
Staff Writer

Alderman Toni Preckwinkle (4th Ward) said she was "dismayed " at
the March 11 Chicago City Council meeting when Chicago's Olympic
plans were discussed. Below: Washington Park is the site city will
use for the 2016 Olympic Stadium if chosen to host the Summer
Games.

For three days, Federal Plaza,
had a new voice speaking amid
nonnal city traffic.
As part of the Ainerican Friends
Service Committee 's newest
exhibit " Dreams and Nightmares",
thousands of names of Iraqi civilians who have been killed in the

war were read aloud from March
13 to 15. All the names read aloud
matched one out of the 2,500 pairs
of shoes that covered Federal
Plaza, 230 S. Dearborn Sl.
The exhibit, which will appear
in Chicago again over Memorial
Day weekend, aims to give a face
to the Iraqi civilians, who the committee said are generally forgotten
by the media.
The shoes were donated to the
AFSC and each were tagged with
a name and age of an Iraqi civilian
who was killed.
" What 's happening now is a

political conflict that is trying to be
passed otfas a religious war," said
Raed Jarrar a half-Sunni, halfShiite Iraqi citizen who spoke at
the opening ceremony.
''The only way to stop the deathand destruction is to stop the occupation and give Iraq back to the
Iraqis," Jarrar said.
Jarrar lived in Iraq before the
war began and has been working
to collect the names of Iraqi civilians who have been killed . He was
displaced to the United States
when the war started.
See Exhibit, Page34

Secret agents find a home
Local authors help

young writers behind
quirky storefront
By Dana Nelson
Assistant City Beat Editor
and
Undsay Welbers
Staff Writer

At first glance, the Boring Store
appears to have nothing of value.
The bright orange awning
announces that its merchandise is
" lifeless, bland, insipid, unvaried
and dry." The signs even recommend shoppers continue walking

That 's only partially correct.
by the store, located at 1331 N.
Milwaukee Ave. so as not to . The Boring Store also functions as
become bored by the ultimately an after schoo l writing center
characterless objects.
called 826C Hl for studcnts agcd
But, if shoppers heed this sign, six to 18.
826CHI is the brainchild of
they'll fail to realize that within the
store, beyond a wall full of25 sur- author and Chicago native Dave
veillance cameras, lies a wealth of Eggers, who wrote They Shall
secretly disguised items such as Know Ollr Velocity, How We Are
grappl ing hooks, mustaches and Hungry and A Heartbreaking
banana-shaped
cell
phones Work oj Staggering Genius. He is
designed spec ifically with secret also the founder and editOf of
agents in mind. Not that anyone McSweeney's publishing house.
Eggers opened 826 Valencia in
would ever know that, as a sign in
the front window clearly states, 2002 as a nonprofit organization
''This is not a secret agent supply that helps students with expository
store."
See Boring, Page 34

Mauricio Rubio/The Chron ic le
The 'boring' storefront at 1331 N. Milwaukee Ave. may not fully
explain the tutoring sessions going on in the backroom.

